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Unifications among agricultural cooperatives are becoming

increasingly commonplace. This process is prompted by the desire

to achieve economies of size, to reduce operating costs, to achieve

product diversification, to improve the quality of offered services,

to eliminate overlapping memberships, and to achieve marketing

and/or bargaining power. Historical data indicate that agricultural

cooperatives have become stronger through unifications, but unifica-

tion is not a sufficient condition for the enhanced economic perform-

ance of every unified cooperative. The only valid generalization

that can be made in predicting the performance of incipient unifica-

tions is that complex, interrelated problems will be encountered.

A network diagram is used to clarify and present such activ-

ities and events as were completed by a consolidation among five

agricultural cooperatives. Examination of this consolidation
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indicated that no single business function is conspicuously more

difficult to unify than any other.. Each function is important to the

success of the unified entity and each demands managerial attention.

However, the resistance of employed personnel to the changes pre-

cipitated by unification is the, most pervading source of problems.

The most highly interrelated unification event is the selection

of the general manager. This may also be the most crucial event

since leadership permeates an organization, touching upon seemingly

unrelated aspects.

In combining the operations of constituent cooperatives, most

business functions are related in some fashion to others. Despite

these interrelationships, certain functions can be integrated before

others with minimal danger of causing grave problems.

Problems are best avoided and a rapid unification is best

achieved by anticipating what must be done when unifying. The ac-

tivities which the observed unified cooperative undertook in the course

of unifying the operations of its constituent cooperatives are presented

in a descriptive network. Yet, merely knowing what must be done is

insufficient; one must also understand how unification activities are

related as well as each activity's relative importance. These latter

conditions are met in part by the prescriptive unification model which

employs the PERT technique.

Finally, if rapid and effective integration is desired, the relative



importance of unification activities is appropriately measured in a

temporal context. Tmnsition from independent to unified operation

will be most rapidly and effectively achieved by undertaking activities

in progressive order as indicated by priority criteria.
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UNIFICATION DECISIONS
OF A COOPERATIVE CONSOLIDATION

I. INTRODUCTION

Mergers' are occurring with ever increasing frequency. In

1967, some 3,000 business firms were involved in unifications.

This represents a 25% increase over combinations among firms

occurring in 1966 (16). The trend toward increased numbers of

unifications is not limited to the general business environment; uni-

fications among agricultural cooperatives are very much in evidence

as well (32). In the period 1960-1964, there was an average of 55.2

mergers per year among agricultural cooperatives. This is nearly

twice as many per year as for the previous five-year period (36).

The process of integrating one firm's functions with those of

another is a difficult and complex undertaking fraught with pitfalls

and problems. And, a fortiori, the task is no easier in the case of

unifying cooperatives. Further, the economic and social conditions

which impel formal combinations are not expected to abate. It is,

'Merger and consolidation are genera of the species unifica-
tion. By common convention, literature dealing with the phenomenon
of combining firms has referred to this process as "merger". In
the interests of achieving wider application, however, the encompas-
sing term "unification" will be employed throughout the text. Unless
otherwise noted, statements made about unification will apply equally
to either merger or consolidation.
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therefore, safe to conclude that unifications among business firms- -

including agricultural cooperatives--will become even more common-

place in the future.

Given the complexities of integrating business functions follow-

ing unification and the prevalence of formal combinations among

firms, it would be expected that much study has been devoted to the

organizational problems following unification. Quite the opposite is

true, however; very little information exists which is capable of

serving as a practical guide for unifying firms. A review of the

literature has also revealed a similar paucity of information avail-

able for unifying cooperatives.

The Problem

The problem, then, is simply this: unifying cooperatives have

little recourse other than to rely on the knowledge of trained coun-

selors and the wisdom and intuition of management when integrating

the functions of the unified firm. They are, in effect, denied the

benefits that the experien'èe of prior unification would yield to them.

Consequently, the purpose of this study is to provide an historical

record of an actual consolidation.

2The distinction between htconsolidationti and ttmergertt as
forms of combination and their interchangeability will be expanded
upon below.
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Once the decision to unify has been made, the participating

cooperatives are faced with the task of fulfilling legal requirements.

These requirements are established by statute and are similar for

both merger and consolidation.

Having complied with legal requirements, the unified coopera-

tive must then integrate the functions which were previously coi-

ducted independently by the constituent cooperatives. Many functions

are either not capable of being integrated or are not critical to uni-

Lied operation and so will be deferred; other functions are more

amenable to integration and coordination. Those functions which

are likely to be integrated soon after unification constitute the pre-

sented subject matter; other functions, which for certain reasons

might not be integrated immediately (i. e., a one-year period as

explained below), will not be considered here.

Finally, the temporal dimensions of this study spans approxi-

mately 12 months. That is, the decision to unify serves as the point

of departure; a date approximately one year later marks the termina-

tion point. The study, therefore, is concerned with those activities

and events which occur in the year following unification. This tern-

poral boundary is imposed for two reasons. First, the problems

encountered after more than one year of combined existence are

likely to be unique to any given unification. The value of this
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experience is therefore of lesser value to other unifying firms.

Second, the first 12 months is a critical transformation period and

the ultimate success of the unification depends heavily on an efficient

and rapid transition from independent operation to combined function-

ing.

Objectives

This study is firmly grounded on the supposition that once

committed to unite, firms will desire rapid, efficient, and effec-

tive organization unification. To this end, the study seeks to accom-

plish the following objectives:

1. Identify activities and events occurring in the one-year

period following the decision to unite.

2. Synthesize identified events and activities into a network

diagram.

3. Determine estimated completion times for each of the

identified activities.

4. Determine critical and subcritical paths through the use

of PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique).

5. Compile and interpret the unification experiences of the

examined consolidated cooperative.



Procedures

The following procedures were used to achieve the stated objec-

tives. First, the analytical techniques of the case study method were

applied to a consolidation of five agricultural cooperatives. By ex-

amining an actual consolidation, it is hoped that a degree of realism

is achieved and that the results of this examination will be an accur-

ate reflection of events and activities encountered by other unifying

cooperatives.

Second, two primary means of gathering information concern-

ing these events and activities were employed. Data collection began

with a detailed analysis of existing memoranda, field reports, notes,

letters, minutes, and other written file material. The second major

source of information followed the first and consisted of intensive

interviews with management personnel involved in the unification as

well as the advising economists, accountants, and attorney.

Third, the analytical methods made possible through the use

of PERT were applied to the information gathered in the manner de-

scribed above. Application of this technique provides a definitive

explication of consolidation activities achieved primarily through

the construction of the network diagram. PERT also reveals the

most important sequence of activities by determining the critical

path. An ancillary benefit is an estimation of the length of time



necessary to consummate a consolidation and to bring the performance

of the resulting firm to a stated level.

The Primary Analytic Tool- -PERT

A cursory review of the analytic tool (PERT) employed in this

study appears justified at this point. This analytic tool has enjoyed

phenomenal acceptance since its inception in 1958 although the basic

concept has been masqueraded under many different variants and

acronyms.

In brief, PERT may be described as a ". . management plan-

ning and analysis tool which makes use of a . . . network to depict

the essential relationships between various tasks . . . " (4, p. 1).

The original use of this tool was as a planning and control device in

research and development projects. However, it may profitably be

applied to any complex undertaking requiring the use of limited re-

sources (15).

The PERT method is begun by identifying activities and events

which must be performed between the start and finish of a given

endeavor. These identified activities and events are graphically

arranged in a network showing the interrelationships and orderings

existing among them. Three time estimates are then determined

3See Appendix A for a detailed description of PERT.
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for each activity. These estimates represent the most optimistic,

the least optimistic, and the most likely time necessary to perform

the activity. With the aid of these time estimates,4 it is possible to

secure ". . probabilistically derived 'expected time' requirements

for the total activities that must be executed to complete a given pro-

gram" (14, p. 161). In this manner it is possible to determine the

critical path- -or that sequence of activities within the network which

is expected to take the longest time. Identification of the critical path

allows management to center its attention on those activities most

critical to the timely completion of the project.

Determination of the critical path is an important feature of

the method, but it may not be the primary one.

Perhaps the major advantage of PERT is that the kind
of planning required to create a valid network repre-
sents a major contribution to the definition and ultimate
successful control of a complex program (35, p. 96).

The very act of constructing the network requires comprehensive

knowledge of the events and activities involved in the project. This,

PERT time estimates are assumed to have a beta distribution.
Activity duration times are computed according to the following
formula: a + 4m + bt=

e 6

where:
te = expected duration time
a = most optimistic time

m = most likely time
b = pessimistic time



of course, forces the planner to organize and clarify the activities

and their interrelationships. This formal and rigorous methodology

brings to light many assumptions and relationships that may other-

wise have remained obscure. Hence, the major value of the method

is that of explication.

Limitations of the Study

The case study method is advantageous in that the findings of

such a study may be extrapolated to similar circumstances. In

contradistinction, however, these very advantages define the limi-

tations of the case study method. That is, the results of one study

are not perfectly applicable to any subsequent set of circumstances.

Therefore, it must be cautioned that what has been observed in this

study may not necessarily occur in another unification. Rather than

presenting a formula, this study can only provide guidance for unify-

ing agricultural cooperatives.

The case study method introduces another limitation into the

network. The methodology implied by studying a case history is

necessarily descriptive. What appears in the network, therefore,

occurred in the examined unification but may or may not be encoun-

tered under any other set of circumstances. The activities selected

for presentation conform to a standard of generality but the network

certainly does not purport to be universal. Rather, its value is as



a guide--a point of reference--and not as a canonical formula.

A final limiting statement applies to the degree of detail incor-

porated into the network. Some sort of value judgment had to be

made concerning the relevance of any given activity in the interests

of achieving presentational clarity and cogency. Consequently, many

specific activities are synthesized into encompassing categories.

The activity "establish interim management, " as an example, as-

sumes that staff meetings will be held, working committees will be

formed, and responsibilities will be delegated.

The Plan of Development

The approach of this study is essentially practical. What is

reported here either occurred in the examined consolidation or has

high face validity for the "generalized" unification. In either case,

abstraction is much less evident than is application.

Chapter II will cover the more salient features of unification

literature, especially that which helps illuminate what occurs after

firms have agreed to formally combine. In Chapter III, the setting

of the consolidation case history is described. Elaboration upon the

PERT network diagram is the subject of Chapter IV. Chapter V is

a somewhat detailed anlaysis of what occurred in the observed period

after the decision to unify. This chapter complements and expands

upon the descriptive network and the two should be read as a unit.
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Chapter VI does not purport to be a theory of unification. Rather,

it presents a conceptual model which should clarify the detail of

Chapter V. A comprehensive sketch of the PERT method, a pre-

scriptive hypothetical network model, and a calculation of its critical

path are presented and discussed in Appendices A and B.
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II. THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF UNIFICATION

There is no rigorously definitive theoretical framework which

is descriptive of what occurs after unification. What appears in this

chapter1 then, is an eclectic compendium of theoretical concepts

drawn from many disciplines. In composing this chapter, the author

has been less concerned with pedantic shibboleths than with conform-

ing to a standard of relevancy. It is hoped that the product is of

greater practical value than what would have resulted had a narrower

approach been taken.

Economic Theories of Unification

Unification Forms Defined

Combinations among business firms may range in degrees of

formality from tacit agreements to full integration of assets. Our

concern, however, is with unification and so the less formal methods

of combining shall be ignored. Despite this limitation, there are

still three possible forms of unification: consolidation, merger, and

asset acquisition. The last of these three alternatives defies a gen-

eral treatment since only selected assets may be acquired. It is

this possibility which distinguishes acquisition from merger. Those

acquired assets may be so trivial as to not evoke the kinds of
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problems which arise in a full merger and, consequently, specific

reference to this form of unification will be omitted. What remains,

therefore, are consolidation and merger as the primary ways of

unifying. These are the subject of this study and are defined in

this section. Also included are definitions of the available direc-

tions of expansion.

A consolidation exists ". . . where a new corporation springs

into existence to assume the liabilities of the former corporations

and the prior corporations are dissolved and cease to exist . .

(9, 1604). This statement implies that the identities of the constitu-

ent firms are extinguished and a completely new corporate body is

formed from the assets of the consolidating firms. Thus, consolida-

tion results in the disappearance (in name and fact) of the previously

independent firms and the birth of a new business (in name and legal

identity), composed of the contributions of the consolidating firms.

Merger, on the other hand, . . exists where one corporation

is continued and the others are merged into it without the formation

of a new corporation" (9, 1604). The interpretation of this state-

ment clearly means that all combining firms, except one, lose their

identity through merger. The combined assets and liabilities of the

involved firms continue in existence but control over them is exer-

cised by the surviving firm.

Hence, the distinction between the two forms of unification lies
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in the nature of the resulting entity. Consolidation involves the

appearance of a new firm with the accompanying disappearance of

constituent firms. Merger, on the other hand, results in the dis-

appearance of all but one of the unifying firms and the remaining firm

absorbs the assets and liabilities of the disappearing firms.

Unification may be thought of as a form of expansion--a way of

growing larger. There are four principal directions in which expan-

sion through unification might proceed (2). The first is vertical, as

when a firm integrates forward toward the consumer or backward in

the direction of the raw material. The intent of the firm in integrat-

ing vertically is to capture the profits earned by customers or by

suppliers. Vertical integration may also be prompted by the desire

to secure greater certainty with respect to sources of supply or

market outlets. The disadvantages inherent in this expansion strat-

egy are that unfavorable industry demand and supply conditions will

have a compounding effect since they affect both the acquired and the

acquiring businesses.

A second expansion direction is horizontal integration. This

form allows growth at the same stage of production and in the same

industry, thereby permitting the acquiring firm to use existing tech-

nological and distribution skills. The greatest disadvantage of this

strategy is that it might invoke antitrust intervention because of the

concentration which results.
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The third major expansion strategy is conglomerate diversifi-

cation. In this instance the firm expands into completely unrelated

industries utilizing different marketing and technological skills.

However, conglomerate expansion may result in failure due to inex-

perience in the skills required by the new enterprise.

A fourth strategy available to firms desiring to grow is concen-

tric expansion. Concentric marketing occurs when firms expand into

industries having the same customers as their present industry but

requiring different technology. A variant of concentric marketing

is concentric technology. This expansion strategy provides for

growth into industries characterized by similar technology but dis-

similar customer types. The rationale behind concentric expansion

is that it provides an opportunity for firms to capi.talize on their

strong points.

Conditions Promoting External Expansion

Stated in its most tractable form, the function of management

is that of ordering and controlling resources and activities for the

purpose of achieving organization objectives. Within the framework

of existing social, cultural, economic, and international policy and

capability restraints, the firm is free to marshal such strategies

for the ordering of resources and events as are at its disposal. One

such strategy is growth. It follows, therefore, that growth will be
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pursued as a strategy when it is deemed an effective means of achiev-

ing stated objectives. In other cases, growth itself may be an objec-

tive of the firm.

Two principal avenues of growth are available to the firm. The

most obvious way to grow is from within- -internal expansion. Using

this approach, the firm attempts to increase either the scope of its

activities, its volume of existing activities, or both. Expansion

pursued in this manner is arduous and expensive. Further, growth

from within, like other forms of expansion, is fraught with difficul-

ties and there is no guarantee that growth, once attained, will be

effective in contributing to the acheivement of the firm's general

objectives. While further consideration of internal expansion would

be both useful and interesting, it is far beyond the scope of this the-

sis.

The remaining alternative form of growth is external expan-

sion- -the subject area of this thesis. As noted above, there are two

major forms of external expansion but the analytic consequences of

each are so similar as to render superfluous any precise distinction.

The term "unification" will continue to be used in reference to both

merger and consolidation.

Provided that growth has been deemed necessary for the

achievement of existing objectives, the question then arises as to

the efficacy of internal, vis-a-vis, external growth (assuming that
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suitable firms exist and are amenable to union). The answer to this

question is, in principle, quite obvious. Unification will be the better

avenue of growth when the cost of unifying is less than the cost of

achieving the desired degree of growth by expanding internally.

In actuality, however, the task of assigning costs to the alterna-

tive forms of growth becomes clouded with uncertainty. The primary

problem is one of identifying costs. This is difficult because unifica-

tion elicits both explicit and implicit costs. Further, the extent of

difficulties encountered, as well as their very occurrence, can only

be conjectural at best. Costs, however, are tangential to the dis-

cussion; our present concern is a consideration of the conditions

under which external expansion will be considered superior to inter-

nal growth.

As a means of growth, unification offers certain advantages

not found in its alternative, internal expansion. One of the most

important advantages is the speed with which growth may be attained

by expanding externally (37). If necessary, unification can be con-

summated within a few months. Under most conditions, this is much

faster than generating the desired growth from within.

Rapid growth is an important consideration when the growth is

desired to take advantage of rapidly emerging opportunities. There

is usually some advantage in being the first to tap a nascent market

(27). Consequently, failure to react to the opportunities represented
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by incipient market demand is an opportunity cost. It must be added

to the explicit costs incurred in internal growth if an accurate com-

parison of the merits of the two forms of growth is to be made.

The fact that expansion gained by unifying with other firms

is more certain is clearly related to the feature of rapid growth.

Speaking specifically of merger, the acquiring firm secures a going

concern and it therefore avoids the necessity of developing requisite

facilities and organizational functions. It is true that certain improve-

ments in the acquired firm's assets or procedures may be justified

or even necessary. However, the fact remains that the acquired

facilities are a going concern and, in most cases, the revenue it

earns will at least cover variable costs. This point does much to

reduce the inherent risks of growth by merger. If the acquired enter-

prise must be liquidated for some reason, it can be sold as an oper-

ating and autonomous entity. On the other hand, assets which are

acquired through internal expansion are usually capable of being

sold on merely a piecemeal basis (37). Hence, the penalty for mis-

taken growth is often greater when that-growth is achieved through

internal expansion.

External growth may also be the better avenue when the expand-

ing firm seeks to grow in areas in which it has no experience (22).

It takes time and additional funds to acquire expertise in alien tech-

nological or functional areas. However, if certain constituent firms



possess experience in these functional areas., the risk of miscarriage

is reduced and the growth process is speeded.

Another condition under which external expansion is the more

desirable form of growth occurs where competitive conditions are

rigorous but yet growth is mandatory to achieve economies of size.

To grow from within under these circumstances is to increase the

degree of competition. In order to avoid the disadvantages of

heightened competition, the firm seeking growth can expand exter-

nally. By doing so, it prevents its revenue curve from becoming

more elastic (22). This point is actually a variant of the desire to

reduce competition which was the primary motivation underlying the

early merger movements. However, it varies from it in degree;

rather than reducing competition, unification under these circum-

stances seeks merely to avoid decreasing it This distinction may

appear peripheral but in reality it could prove critically important

as a defense to injunctive action enforcing antitrust legislation.

Unification Objectives

Ansoff has described the business firm tt . as a purposive

organization whose behavior is directedtoward identifiable end

puroses or objectives"5 (3, p. 29). This definition is pertinent

5While agricultural cooperatives may be distinguished on a
number of points from other forms of business organizations,. these
distinctions are analytically irrelevant for our present purposes.
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for the present discussion because of its emphasis on the importance

of objectives in the functioning of the firm.. In fact, the entire thrust

of his statement is to emphasize the goal-directedness of business

firms. This point is often overlooked both by researchers (who seek

to describe results) and businessmen (whose energies are typically

devoted to ordering and controlling current tasks). The importance

of clearly defined objectives cannot be overemphasized; they are the

guiding light and the controlling spirit of the organization. In reality,

however, objectives are often overlooked, because they are difficult

to formulate and to achieve consensus upon. Disagreement is not

unique to participants however; observers of the firm cannot agree

either.

Classic economic theory has pronounced maximum profits

as the firm's general objective. Unfortunately, this provides little

guidance in practical situations since it requires perfect knowledge

with respect to ex ante cost and revenue functions. This is obviously

an unrealistic assumption.

Because of the ultimate inapplicability of the classic objective

ascribed to the firm, many alternatives have been proposed. Simon

has theorized that rather than seeking to maximize profits, firms

are motivated by "satisficing" objectives. "A satisficing firm is

one that attempts to achieve 'satisfactory' profits rather than maxi-

mum profits" (8, p. 209). Cyert and March have theorized as to



the process by which the "satisfactory" goal is determined. They

take the view that the firm is a coalition of people and that the mdi-

viduals composing the coalition may hold conflicting goals. Conflict

arises when any given individual's conception of the proper firm

objective, as affected by his personal aspirations, is at variance

with those of any other member of the coalition. The resolution of

this conflict is brought about through the process of (covert) bargain-

i.ng among coalition members (11).

From the above discussion it is apparent that the firm may

exist to accomplish any number of objectives as dictated by the predi-

lections of those controlling it. On an a priori basis, however, prof-

itable operation must be included within the hierarchy of goals. This

logically follows from the fact that the firm's very existence depends

upon its ability to ultimately earn revenue in excess of expenditures.

Survial of the firm is contingent on its capacity to achieve economic

viability in the marketplace. This proposition is in no way altered

for the specialized business firm under consideration here- -the

agricultural cooperative. "The aims and purposes of cooperatives

are primarily economic" (41, p. 69).

As has been implied above, external expansion will be em-

ployed as a strategy when it is determined (1) that growth (of what-

ever form) is an effective means of achieving general objectives

and (2) circumstances are such that external, in contrast to internal,
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growth is the more advantageous method of expansion. It appears

obvious that growth is nothing more than a means of achieving objec-

tives and unification is merely a form of growth. "Ordinarily, merg-

ers are not undertaken as an end in themselves, but rather as a means

of accomplishing desired objectives . . . (6, p. 20). Because of

their importance, examination of these "desired objectivest' would

be profitable in order to understand the nature of the unifying firms

as well as gaining greater insight into the unification process.

The primary objective of external expansion by cooperatives

appears to be the desire to capture economies of size (10). The

most important benefit of captured economies of size would, a priori,

be reduced per unit costs (30). This observation is consonant with

our assumption that an important general objective of the firm is

economic survival. Reduced operating costs should, other things

remaining unchanged, contribute to the profitability of operation.

As obvious as this conclusion is, however, its implications for

effective planning are so great that it warrants further examination.

Accordingly, the advantages to be gained from large size shall be

expanded upon below.

A further benefit flowing from unification, and one which is

unique to the cooperative form of business organization, is the elimi-

nation of overlapping memberships (26). Contiguous cooperatives

offering dissimilar services often include the same producers on
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their membership roles. Yet, managing these cooperatives involves

performing certain similar administrative functions. Thus, admin-

istrative economies may be realized when the firms are joined under

a single management even though the combining firms offer different

services.

Unification objectives, however, are by no means limited to

the desire to reduce costs; considerable opportunity for improving

services exists as well (10). The desire to improve services may

be of two forms. First, the number and scope of services may be

increased. This possibility follows from the improved capital posi-.

tion that usually accompanies an increase in size as well as the Ca-

pacity for greater utilization of specialized personnel and/or facili-

ties. Second, the quality of pre-existing services might be enhanced.

The reasons for quality improvement are much the same as those

leading to a possible increase in the number and/or scope of services.;

Defensive motivations may also be an objective of unifying.

That is, firms may combine where their individual market efforts

are so weak that prospects for the entry of a large firm appear im-

minent. By unifying in such a situation, the previously autonomous

firms are able to compete more vigorously by virtue of their larger

sized When combining out of threat of entry-by larger firms, the

unification seeks to erect barriers to entry (10).

Combinationa among firms may also have as its objective the
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desire to achieve market and/or bargaining power (10). There exists

a distinction between the two concepts (28), but the differences are

of degree rather than kind; they are analytically similar. Both may

be regarded as an attempt to achieve competitive advantages and

therefore enhance the terms of factor acquisition and/or product

sales. Hence this objective, in common with others justifying uni-

fication, seeks to promote the economic viability of the firm.

Product diversification has also been identified as an objective

to be gained through the unification mechanism (10). Unifications

having product diversification as their objective are motivated out of

a desire to achieve stable revenue flows. By expanding into dis-

similar product lines, unifying firms hope to avoid widely fluctuating

income. Time periods may vary with regard to realized income on

both a seasonal and secular basis. Where the present product lines

are highly seasonal in their demand characteristics, expansion into

lines exhibiting different peak demand periods may be highly comple-

mentary. Similarly, diversification into products typified by dis-

similar secular denand movements would also diminish the impact

of fluctuating income. The resulting product mix would hopefully

stabilize revenue in succeeding periods. Hence, the product diversi-

fication objective has as its underlying rationale the desire for great-

er security and certaintly.

A variant of product diversification, service diversification, is
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analytically similar. In this instance, however, uniform facility use

is the objective. By offering services whose peak demand periods

differ, existing facilities may be utilized at a uniform rate. And,

a priori, uniform usage should have a salutary effect upon business

performance (e.g., shorter debt amortization periods due to in-

creased revenue, stability of work force which could conceivably

lead to better qualified personnel, etc. ). However, this proposi-

tion is contingent on at least a degree of complementarity with re-

spect to existing facilities and technology.

A final identified objective is that of vertical integration (10).

This form of unification combines firms with sequential marketing

functions and may proceed either forward, in which case distribu-

tion functions are assumed, or backward, encompassing factor supply

functions. In either case, the acquiring firm is motivated by a desire

to capture for itself the profits accruing to the acquired firm prior

to unification. In the case of cooperatives,' these gains may be re-

garded as high product prices (integration forward) or its variant,

lower factor costs (integration backward).. Another alternative is

to hold prices (or costs) equivalent to those which would have existed

prior to integration and consider the realized gains as an aspect of

enhanced cooperative profitability. Analytically, the que stion re -

mains moot; practically, member-patrons stand to gain whether the

gains are immediate (higher prices or lower costs) or eventual (in
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the form of increased revolving fund payments).

A review of the literature has failed to reveal instances of

agricultural cooperatives pursuing either conglomerate or conci -

tric integration strategies. However, lack of such examples is logi-

cal and is based on the premise that cooperatives exist to provide

lower supply costs and higher product prices to their member-patrons.

They would, therefore, restrict expansion to areas which directly

affect member-patrons.

Advantages to be Gained by Unifying

While this thesis has alluded to the many possible advantages

and benefits accruing to unifying firms, these have not been specifi-

cally discussed. The present section seeks to undertake this task.

Before doing so however, a most useful concept shall be introduced- -

synergy.

Synergy is analytically of the same genus as economies of size.

Both concepts seek to describe the enhanced productivity which may

accompany increases in size. In juxtaposition, however, subtle dif-

ferences exist. Synergistic effects are ascribed to the efficiencies

created when certain factors are combined. An oft-repeated explana-

tion is that synergy is the 'two plus two equals five effect". A neces-

sary condition for the occurrence of synergy is that prior to combina-

tion, the factors were not proximately related. This statement implies
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that synergy may result when certain functions are exposed to re-

organization, when alternative permutations are employed. There-

fore, synergy may result either from (1) the addition of variable fac-

tors to the production function (assuming that the productivity of such

combination is to some degree greater than would be expected) or

(2) reordering the variable factors (thereby achieving an altered

production function). In distinction to synergy, the concept of econ-

omies of size recognizes enhanced marginal productivity as being

the result of a rather encompassing cause--larger size--and does

not account for increases in marginal productivity due to reorganiza-

tion. Conceptually, this is a less precise abstraction.

Synergy is the better concept to use when describing increased

productivity resulting from unification since, in addition to growth,

unification often results in reorganization of the firm. In practice

it becomes difficult to separate economies resulting from large size

from those flowing from a more effective organization. Since it is

difficult to distinguish between the two sources of potential economies,

the better approach is to lump them together under a single concept.

This concept is synergy.

Unifying firms are hopeful of capturing synergy through either

the increase in, or reorganization of, the various firm functions. As

noted above (and in a preponderance of the unification literature) the

area in which synergy is most often anticipated is in the production
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area. This, of course, is the traditional concept of economies of

size. However, Kitching reports that of all the functional areas

possessing potential synergy, production is the least fruitful (25).

On the other hand, productivity gains have been found to be the pri-

mary ex ante objective in cooperative mergers (10). These anoma-

bus empirical findings can be explained by a number of a priori

considerations.

First, the production process, of whatever sort, utilizes physi-

cal assets which are of varying degrees of fixity. If these fixed as-

sets have rather long amortization periods, the firms holding such

assets are usually committed to their use for a corresponding length

of time. To justify.an immediate abandonment of these assets and

substitution of others permitting a greater degree of integration with

the unified firm, the synergistic effect expressed in dollars must

exceed the cost of abandoning present fixed facilities. It is plain

that the synergy anticipated in such substitution must be consider-

able and it is unreasonable to anticipate its sufficiency in all cases.

Therefore, the immediate integration of production facilities among

unifying firms will rarely take place. Further, assuming that

production reorganization is considered economically feasible, the

very act of making the substitution is often time consuming. It

simply takes time to close plants, reduce their scope of operation,

or construct new production facilities.
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On the other hand, finance has been identified as the source

of the most easily attained synergistic effects (25). The reason for

financial synergy is not difficult to perceive. The unified entity con-

trols the assets of the constituent firms and therefore its collateral

backing is the sum of their assets. Also, the unified entity repre-

sents a more viable economic force since (as noted above) unifications

are undertaken to increase profitability. Therefore, a loan made

to the economically stronger firm formed by unification is character-

ized by less risk. This could result in either more advantageous

lending terms, increased availability of loan funds, or both. Further,

suppliers are often willing to grant more lenient credit terms or

expanded services to major accounts (12, 30), The unified entity,

since its volume of business may be expected to increase, is a more

important customer than were the constituent firms supplied inde-

pendently. Also, better or lengthier credit terms may be available

because of anticipitated financial strength or the achievement of

bargaining power. Whether financial synergy will in fact become a

reality is dependent to a degree on the relative size of the constituent

firms (10).

Marketing functions also represent a source of easily attained

synergy (25). This follows from at least three general notions.

First, advertising economies may be captured, particularly so if

the unifying firms offer similar product lines. For unifying
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agricultural cooperatives this may easily be the case since the con-

glomerate form of unification will rarely be employed. Second,

product line complementarity offers yet another source of synergy.

An ancillary benefit of this aspect is that member-patron services

are increased in scope by the addition of complementary products to

the existing product mix. Third, physical distribution economies

may be realized through the unification (25). This source of synergy

is most easily achieved where unifying ;Eirms offer supplies necessi-

tating delivery (26) or where shipment of farm products is involved.

In the latter case, volume rate reductions may be had or if coopera-

tive-owned truck shipment is utilized, economies with regard to

maintenance and/or level of use may be available.

Internal economies realizable through unification may also stem

from the very broad category of organizational synergy (25). This

area encompasses many possibilities for synergy and, while the

following discussion touches upon part ol this area, it will by no

means be exhaustive.

One very fruitful source of synergy flows from the centraliza-

tion of administrative functions. Unification of firms eliminates the

need for duplicate accounting services, legal counsel, and other

consulting services. Not only may economies occur by eliminating

redundancy, but the quality and scope of these services may also

be enhanced.
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An example of this with respect to accounting services is par-

ticularly enlightening. Many agricultural cooperatives are so small

that their accounting functions are conducted by clerical employees

who often lack specialized accounting training. These firms will,

of course, retain an independent public accounting firm to conduct

legally required audits. However, the sole purpose of the accounting

function in many small businesses (and this includes many agricul-

tural cooperatives) is merely to provide the essential data required

to comply with tax and certain other legal requirements (6). Conse-

quently, the information generated by these accounting procedures is

of little use to management for either planning or control. This does

not necessarily reflect on the ability of management to use accounting

data, it merely means that the cost of generating the sort of account-

ing data used for planning and control is so high in the small business

that it exceeds the anticipated benefits from its use.

However, both the sources of accounting data and the need for

planning and control are increased with the attainment of larger size

through unification. The possibilities for increased profitability are

vastly improved in the areas of sophisticated planning and control

methods and, therefore, increased accounting costs may be justified.

Examples of improved accounting procedures are the use of electronic

data processing and the more frequent and comprehensive informa-

tion which it generates.
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Another source of synergy is the specialization of management

which becomes a possibility when firms unify. The manager whose

field of expertise lies in marketing, for example, becomes free

from the need to oversee other functions and can therefore concen-

trate on marketing problems where his marginal productivity is

greater. Also, the enhanced possibilities for growth and improve-

ment that flow from the environment of change created by unification

provide an opportunity and motivation for management to achieve

(25). tlGrowth increases the chances for change; meeting changing

conditions provides both a challenge and an opportunity for the execu-

tive to develop his own administrative skills" (7, p. 147). These

salutary effects upon managerial performance may not properly be

classified as synergistic effect but they do represent positive and

definite benefits realizable because of unification.

The environment of change is relevant not only for management,

it affects nonmanagerial personnel as well.

Growth . . . has been observed to provide a special sort
of stimulus, an intoxicating atmosphere in which em-
ployees at all levels may work longer or more effec-
tively, or for less than the standard wages or salary
(12, p. 19).

It appears that the very process of expansion promotes an esprit de

corps- -an exuberance for work- -among personnel and that this opti-

mistic environment is a source of synergy. While this aspect should

not be a major criterion upon which the decision to unify is based, its
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effects should be recognized and if nothing else, be counted as a

blessing. This blessing, though, is not guaranteed as will be pointed

out in the following section.

Managerial Theories of Unification

As is evident from the foregoing discussion, unification is a

complex and difficult undertaking. It is true that rewards may be

many and compelling, but at the same time, pitfalls and problems

abound. Consequently, as might be expected, not all unifications

are successful. Some 9, 000 individual unifications have taken place

since the Second Wprld War and about one-third of these were fail-

ures (5). It is apparent that knowledge of possible problem ares

is instrumental to an appreciation of the unification process. The

present section, therefore, explores (in a cursory and general fash-

ion) some of the problems that have befallen prior unification efforts.

Except for minor deviations, the emphasis of discussion will be on

internal management problems.

Many potential difficulties are caused by the very process of

growth. These may be classified as organizational problems.

growth is not for long, if ever, simply a question of
producing more of the same producton a larger scale; it
involves innovation, changing techniques of distribution,
and changing organization of production and management
(37, p. 161).

The thrust of this argument is toward an understanding of the growth
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process as an evolving phenomenon. Not only does the firm grow

larger, but this growth changes its very nature and requirements.

In the case of unification, the resulting entity is quite different than

an examination of its constituent parts would indicate. "No merger

is ever quite complete in the sense that the resultant firm is exactly

the sum of its previously independent parts" (31, p. 145).

One of the most critical problem areas, if not the most critical,

is the reservoir of management talent available to initiate, guide,

and implement the unification. ".
. (unification) failures are often

characterized by the presence of old or conservative managements

who will not, or cannot change" (25, p. 95). As this statement mdi-

cates, a changing environment requires managers who are both able

and willing to guide their firms through a difficult period. Corres-

pondingly, the limits of growth are at least partially a function of the

competency of management (1).

From this discussion it is evident that the organization of the

firm must adjust to the demands imposed by increased volume and

scope of activity. This, of course, requires a different sort of

management technique, especially if the achieved size is great

enough to cause it to reach a critical point thereby necessitating

major reorganization.

the growing small firm inevitably reaches a critical
point where the managerial services appropriate for the
efficient organization of production and distribution on a
small scale are no longer su.fficient.(37, p. 162).
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On the one hand, reaching such a critical point calls for an

organizational structure quite different from that of any of the unify-

ing firms. Initiating an organizational change will never be easy

and doing so when other unification-induced problems are nascent

may compound difficulties. On the other hand, if the new organiza-

tional structure has been extensively planned and is essentially

sound, the environment of change promoted by the act of unifying

may help enlist active support for the reorganization.

One must consider, however, that changing organizational

functions call for a different technique, a different type of manager.

"Growth sets the stage for a transition from 'one-man' management

to 'organizational' management" (7, p. 147). Growth often means

that the manager is precluded by the scope of increased responsi-

bilities from "runnirg the whole show". Preclusion of close personal

supervision means that the manager must rely on formal reports in

order to exercise control over operations.

Important decisions are usually predicated on instinctive judg-

ments in the small business (37). When that business grows, how-

ever, decision implementation depends on individuals other than the

decision maker. Consequently, those who must implement decisions,

and to a degree those who are affected by them, must be sufficiently

acquainted with the decision, its purpose, its ramifications, and

its rationale in order to effectively act upon it. This necessi-

tates formal communication. Similarly, control must be
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exercised on the basis of formal feedback communication. This

calls for the use of refined accounting, budget-making, and forecast-

ing techniques, all of which require a certain amount of skill for their

effective use.

As the firm attains large size, the single manager is replaced

by the management team. Rather than one individual overseeing the

many functional areas, responsibility is delegated to specialists.

As the number of organizational levels increase and the share of

control decreases with expanded size, decentralization occurs (17).

Further, the size of the administrative component increases more

than proportionately to the increase in number of supervised person-

nel (44). Since the span of control is limited (17), autonomous deci-

sions are made only within the scope of one's specialized responsi-

bilities. Most decisions are joint efforts, the products of "teams"

comprising specialists. Therefore, this form of organizational

structure calls for both the ability and the willingness to cooperate

and communicate. These qualities and skills are not found among

all managers and it is rarer still that the characteristics necessary

for small business management and those required for effective

functioning in large businesses are found in the same man. It is

obvious, therefore, that expanded size may mean that new manage-

ment must be brought in.

However, this possibility is not unknown to the existing
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people, are motivated to some degree by the desire for security, they

may actively resist unification efforts in order to protect their posi-

tions (24, 1). This attitude on the part of even one of the affected

managers could be fatal to the success of the unification since suc-

cessful consummation demands vigorous and competent leadership

(42). In order to secure the degree of motivation required for high-

level performance, it may be necessary to assure the affected man-

agers that the risk of being replaced will be minimized. If need

be, these assurances can be given the strength of a contractual obli-

gation (33).

A variant of the above problem is the failure to secure the sup-

port of managers because unification will leave them with reduced

status. Obviously not all of the managers of constituent firms can

succeed to the general managership of the resultant firm. There-

fore, if they are to remain in the organization they must accept a

lesser hierarchical position with concomitant lower intrafirm status.

Just what steps should or could be taken to ameliorate the prob-

lem are beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice it to say that man-.

agers are placed in the highly anomalous posiUon of conscientiously

discharging their responsibilities to the firm on the one hand, and on

the other, of protecting their personal job positions. It is evident

that this dilemma may be a fertile source of potential obstacles along
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the road to a successfully implemented unification.

The fears that supervised personnel have for their jobs and

relative status differ little from the threats felt by management;

employees have their relative status positions and their very jobs with

which to be concerned as well. Further, if reorganization dictates

that they be called upon to perform altered or completely new dities,

they may have fears as to their personal capabilities for performing

them. The new duties may also be performed under the supervision

of an unknown supervisor whose requirements and methods are

equally unknown. Similarly, the change may involve working with

people with whom the employee is unacquainted. These alien situa-

tions inevitably raise questions in the minds of the affected workers

as to their personal adequacies for coping with these challenges. If

these fears are sufficiently strong and if they remain unallayed, the

result might be active resistance to the proposed change (24).

The magnitude of the ramifications that employee resistance

could have on the success of the unification wiii vary with employees

and situations; it is impossible to to generalize as to the best course

of action to avoid these undesirable consequences. However, em-

ployee resistance to change is a definite possibility and sound per-

sonnel management practices should be applied to it, hopefully turn-

ing it into active commitment to unification goals (33).

Another source of possible discontent among employees may
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tion schedules. The inducements necessary to retain employees are

evidently greater than the ersonal cost of their contributions if they

continue in the employment of the firm (11). However, with unifica-

tion, employees of previously autonomous and independent firms

come under the employment of the single unified entity. It is only

logical to expect them to demand equal compensation with those whose

contributions are similar.

The terms of compensation include fringe benefits, sick and

vacation leave, degree of independence, as well as salaries, wages,

or other remuneration. The compensation payments must be stand-

ardized if employee contention is to be avoided. As a caveat, it

should be noted that in most cases, the employees of unifying firms

should not be made to suffer a decrease in the terms of their compen-

sation. Consequently, the terms of compensation will be improved

to achieve the best standard in every regard.

A related problem, but one unique to cooperatives, concerns

the reaction of member-patrons to the unification (1, 33). In the

final analysis, member reaction will depend on their fundamental

attitude toward the cooperative. If they regard the cooperative as

an extension of their farm business (23), then they will probably

favor any strategy which will strengthen the cooperative. On the

other hand, members may regard the cooperative as serving a social
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function or they may closely identify with it, thereby evoking feelings

of loyalty and a strong sense of personal pride in the organization.

It is plain that unifying a small, close-knit cooperative into an amal-

gamation of other cooperatives will result in a loss of independence

and autonomy. Therefore, members themselves may resist unifica-

even though it is in their economic interests to support it (1).

Regardless of the function the cooperative serves for individual

members, however, unification will raise questions as to the ability

of a unified cooperative to serve economic needs.. These questions

will include such issues as the operation of branch facilities, equity

requirements, and credit terms. Since the consent of members is

required, it is critical that members be properly informed about the

unification and its implications for them. The resolution of this

problem is in effective and comprehensive communication (33).

Other Theoretical Considerations

Problems may also occur in the production sphere. Foremost

among these production problems is the fact that control of the pro-

duction process is lessened. Close personal supervision must give

way to management by exception if the management function is to be

discharged effectively under conditions of increased size. In most

cases this represents a departure from the modus operandi effected

by small firms and certain adjustments are thereby necessitated.
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Another potential problem in the production area is diseconom-

ies of size (1). Using the semantics introduced earlier, such poten-

tial problems are examples of negative synergy.- Whether negative

production synergy will or will not occur is a question of fact and

varies with individual circumstances. At any rate, the reorganiza-

tion of production processes and methods will contribute much to

avoiding these undesirable effects. Moreover,- firms attaining large

size through unification can take comfort in Stigler's observation

that ". . . economies of scale are unimportant over a wide range of

sizes in most American industries for we commonly find both small

and large firms existing" (40, p. 26). This implies that average cost

curves are relatively flat beyond some minimum size and therefore

the advantages of growth in excess of this point will not return say-

ings in the form of reduced per unit costs (10, 13, 29, 34).

The financial aspects of unification present a final major

problem area. Such problems are expected to occur in any unifica-

tion but the case of unifying cooperatives presents rather unique

problems not encountered by other business firms.

The value to be placed on the rms present a poten-

tially fertile source rimary forms of asset

valuation available ti I :: and appraised value.

When these methods yi 1 3, the precise method

of valuation will become
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And it is not uncommon that the two methods should yield dis-

similar values. Book value is derived from the accounting records,

and as noted above, many firms keep records merely to comply with

legal requirements. Consequently, the valuation placed on assets

in this manner rarely reflects the true market value. Inaccurate

reflection of market value is the result of a number of causes. The

depreciation schedules used may be satisfactory oily for tax purposes

and therefore fail to state the true physical or technological depreci-

ation of assets. Also, accounts receivable, in order to reflect their

true value to the firm, must be aged in accordance with accepted

accounting practices and the economic conditions of the community.

In many cases aging of accounts receivable is ignored completely or,

at best, is done unrealistically.

Using a market value appraisal conducted by a neutral party

will result in a more accurate and objective valuation. However,

certain costs are incurred in retaining an appraiser. Selection of

the precise method of asset valuation will depend on the circum-

stances and should be guided by a consideration of its effects upon

the ultimate success of the unification (39).

The specific form that the unification takes also has a bearing

on the most appropriate method of valuation. As noted above, merger

(in its legal definition) involves the purchase of one iirr by another.

The purchasing firm, in most instances, is interested in paying no
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more than a fair price for the assets of acquired businesses. Conse-

quently, market value may be the most equitable valuation method

for a (strictly defined) merger. Consolidation, on the other hand,

is the amalgamation of constituent firms to form a completely new

business. In this case, assuming that comparable accounting pro-

cedures have been employed by the involved firms, book value may

be an acceptable valuation procedure.

Also, the form of member equities often differ. Cooperatives

may be capitalized on the basis of common or preferred stock, or

they may use both in their capital structure (1).. Another possibility

is that certain of the constituent cooperatives are funded by retained

earnings and the revolving fund periods may be of varying lengths.

These problems are a sample of some of the pitfalls which

could conceivably occur within the context of financial considera-

tions. It is difficult to generalize about this area, since each case

is typified by unique parameters. The best guide in tackling finan-

cial problems is to seek a compromise that will contribute to the

long-run strength and profitability of the unified cooperative (1).
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III. THE PARAMETERS OF THE CONSOLIDATION
CASE STUDY

This study is based on an actual consolidation case history.

Early in 1966, a number of mid-Willamette Valley cooperatives be-

gan discussing the feasibility of unifying their operations under a

single management. Some of the cooperatives which participated

in the discussion stage did not ultimately choose to become involved

in the unification. However, on April 4, 1967, five of these coopera-

tives agreed to end their independent existence and become a single

firm. This chapter briefly describes the cooperatives composing

the unification, the environment in which they operated, and part of

what is involved in the negotiation period preceding the final commit-

ment to unify.

All five participants functioned as full service cooperatives.

Their activities were not in every case identical, but did encompass

a broad spectrum of goods and services offered to customers. In

keeping with the diverse agricultural production practices defining

their markets, the cooperatives stocked a broad product mix, much

of which was a common brand. The supplies sold included feed and

seeds, fertilizers, chemicals, petroleum, and hardware, including

electrical and irrigation equipment. Services rendered to customers

were similarly diverse. The more important among these were
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marketing activities carried out on behalf of member-growers,

cleaning and milling services, and equipment rentals. In no case

was the business of any of the constituent cooperatives limited to

member-patrons; each of the cooperatives actively sought the patron-

age of nonmember customers as well.

In contrast to many unifications, each of the five constituent

cooperatives was a viable and successful concern prior to unification,

Whether their businesses would continue to be profitable is a moot

question open to speculation. Concern for profitable future operation

was undoubtedly an impelling factor in favor of unification. The fact

that no member of the group was conspicuously weak, however, was

an influence contributing both to the very fact that unification took

place as well as to the relative ease with which the independent oper-

ations of each were welded into a unified whole. Had profit levels

been less uniform within the unifying group, organizational unifica-

tion would have been a more difficult task.

In addition to uniform profit levels and similar product and

service mixes, the unification was aided by the fact that four of the

five constituents were similar in size. For the accounting period

preceding unification, the business volume ranged from a low of

$245, 000 for the smallest, to $1, 978, 000 gross volume for the larg-

est of the five cooperatives. The average business volume for that

same year was $1, 183, 000, while the total gross volume amounted
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to $5, 946, 000.

Approximately 16 months of discussion, study, and negotiation

preceded the decision to unify. The length of these preliminary pro-

ceedings was not unusually long considering the complexity and im-

portance of bringing independent firms such as these under a single

management. In addition to the gravity and implications of the dis-

cussion topic, the preliminary discussions were lengthened by other

factors as well. The participating cooperatives conducted operations

as usu1 and this placed limits on the amount of time their managers

could devote to planning for the unification. Board members were

similarly limited in the amount of time they could devote because

of the urgencies and responsibilities of attending to their farming

operations. Moreover, these factors are likely to be endemic to

most cooperative unifications. And considering the implications of

the decision to unify, it is reasonable that preliminary discussion

should involve deliberate and objective appraisal rather than approach-

ing them with the desire to reach a decision quickly and efficiently.

Haste at this juncture is at the risk of overlooking subtle obstacles

which might be deleterious to the success of unified operation.

The success of the preliminary discussion benefited immeasur-

ably from the services of professional advisers. Beginning with the

earliest discussion meetings, professional economists, accountants,

and attorneys advised on aspects of the unification relating to their
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fields of expertise.

With respect to the advising economists, several economic

feasibility studies were prepared and presented to the boards of

directors and managers of the participating cooperatives. These

reports expanded upon the evolving production patterns in the areas

served by the constituent cooperatives, with particular emphasis

placed upon projected changes in composition and volume of demand.

Another aspect of the total feasibility study focused upon the organiza-

tional changes which would be precipitated by unifying operations..

For purposes of explication, the role of the attorney may be

divided into two areas: (1) analysis of the legal status of the coopera-

tives and (2) preparation of the documents required to consummate

unification. In practice, these functions are not distinct; they are,

in fact, highly interrelated. Their interrelationship should become

clear through the separation of the two in the following discussion.

First, the legal status of the participating cooperatives must

be determined. Once determined, these characteristics of the firm

will affect subsequent decisions such as the commitment to unify,

the precise form of unification (whether merger or consolidation),

and the conditions of patron membership in the unified cooperative

when transferred from constituent cooperatives.. Legal character-

istics of the firm, while not the only factors, have important irnp.li-

cations on many levels of unification.
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The need for professional analysis arises when cursory dis-

cussion and study indicate both the feasibility and the desirability of

unifying. At this point, detailed and rigorous examination is required.

This analysis is, in part, supplied by the advising attorney when he

analyzes the firms. His perusal is directed toward such areas as

the effect of contractual obligations which the several cooperatives

have entered into with suppliers, contracts with marketing outlets,

and marketing contracts with grower-members. Such obligations

may severely restrict the freedom of some or all of the constituents

and this may prove onerous to the unified cooperative's freedom

of movement. Another example of legal relationships affecting uni-

fication efforts are the terms and conditions of membership in the

constituent cooperatives as stated in the bylaws.- Where these are

widely dissimilar, unification may be unacceptable to the members

of certain cooperatives if it means the loss of important privileges

or vastly higher membership fees.

The second general area in which the advising attorney parti-

cipates is in the drafting of legal documents. In the case of a consoli-

dation, these are (1) the plan of consolidation, (2) the articles of

consolidation, and (3) the bylaws of the new cooperative. The plan

of consolidation is especially important in that it requires the terms

and conditions of unification to be stipulated. These relate to such

important aspects as the desired form of capitalization, revolving
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funds, transfer of capital equities from the constituent cooperatives

to the new cooperative, method of property valuation, tax exemptions,

and marketing contracts. This list is not exhaustive but it does illus-

trate the scope of decisions that drafting the plan of consolidation re-

quires. For each of these issues and the many more required by

the plan of consolidation, legal guidance is necessary. And collabor-

ating with the attorney in analyzing these and other matters is the

acc omit ant.

Accounting analysis is particularly important in determining the

worth of the unifying cooperatives as reflected in their record books.

Different methods of depreciating assets, different aging of accounts

receivable, disparate member equity accounts, and variations as to

procedures and scope of accounting techniques will all yield multi-

farious reflections of the businesses they describe. A competent

accountant is required to analyze and interpret these records.

Analysis, whether done by the accountant, attorney, or econ-

omist, individually or in collaboration, must be objective and free

of biasing influences. This means that managers and board members

affiliated with the involved cooperatives should participate in this

phase of negotiation only to the extent of supplying needed information.

This caveat does not relieve management and boards from the burden

of analysis; it merely warns against introducing inevitably slanted

judgments which would lessen the value of these analyses.
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IV. THE NETWORK

Having completed preliminary negotiations (and assuming that

unification is agreed upon), the next step for the involved oopera-

tives is to begin planning for unification. To impart unity, the devel-

opment of this presentation should parallel unification chronology.

The chronological progression is interrupted, however, by the pres-

ent chapter in which the descriptive network is explained.

The Approach of the Network

The PERT technique is best applied to a complex and unique

undertaking. Unifying two or more business forms is a complex

undertaking. However, the second characteristic, that the activities

comprising the project occur only once, is not rigidly adhered to in

the case of unification. Business activities of a. recurrent nature,

such as monthly collections, routine supply ordering, etc., also

occur during the transitional period. But to include these would

violate PERT requirements as well as introduce unnecessary detail.

Recurrent activities, therefore, are omitted from the purview of

this analysis and do not appear in the network diagram.

A similar problem is encountered in the case of continuing ac-

tivities. The constituent cooperatives, for instance, advertised on

a regular basis in local newspapers. After the unification, the
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resulting cooperative began a continuing promotional program that

also included regular newspaper advertisements. Including newspaper

advertising as an activity associated with unification might therefore

appear to contradict the one-time activity requirement. But adver-

tising in local newspapers is only superficially a recurrent activity.

While it is true that advertising was conducted by the constituents

and will be carried on by the unified entity, there will likely be a

marked change in the advertising policy, emphasis,- or message.

Unification causes this change and the change is a one-time activity.

Moreover, the case of unification altering a recurrent activity which

continues in recurrent but altered form is a common feature of the

network.

Activities which are nonrecurrent, but must be classed as

continuing because they are not fully completed, present a further

difficulty. Identification of facilities and equipment with a distinctive

insignia is an example of this sort of activity. The project is not

crucial and may therefore be deferred until it might be completed at

a convenient time. However, if activities such as these were included

in their duration, the total objective might never be reached. To

cope with this problem and avoid pedantry, the author has specifically

identified one-time but continuing activities as only being initiated.

This may be objectionable to the PERT purist but is a necessary

contrivance if the network is to depict the full range of activities.
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Organization of the Network

The process of integrating the independent operations of unifying

cooperatives is a complex and highly interrelated phenomenon. Yet,

understanding is achieved not by standing in overawed paralysis of

complexity, but by simplifying and classifying. This approach is

taken in analyzing the unification under examination.

Conforming to the standards of simplification and classification,

unification subsumes seven distinct but interrelated categories.

These categories are less the product of natuxai division than a

schematic contrivance designed to achieve elucidatioi. Yet these

functional areas are not defined capriciously, eithe; a degree of

logic supports the scheme. For instance, the insurance and public

notification function would not be noteworthy under routinized oper-

ating procedures which typify an established business. But proced-

ures are not routine under initial unified operation. Consequently,

this functional area assumes a prominence it would not ordinarily

occupy.

The columnar divisions denote time periods. It is therefore

possible, by referring to the network, to determine when certain

activities were begun and their approximate duxation. One should

recall, however, that this network makes no pretension to prescribe

the "bestt' approach to unification; it merely describes in a general



fashion what occurred in a given unification. 6 And the parameters

of that unification are unique to it; extrapolation of the depicted activi-

ties and their duration times uncritically to any other set of circum-

stances risks a high degree of error.

The initial event in the descriptive network is the official com-

mitment of the constituent firms to unify; all other depicted events

succeed the decision to unify. This, of courser precludes a consider-

ation of the negotiations which most certainly precede unification.

Omission of this aspect is not meant to diminish its role in the total

unification process. Rather, negotiations relate to feasibility ques-

tions and these are adequately covered in available literature.

Designated as an end-point within each functional area is a

milestone event signifying the attainment of that area's transitional

objective. In some cases this objective is an easily identified occur-

rence. An example of this type of subobjective is ttsecure line of

credit" or "prepare first balance sheet and operating statement".

In other cases, however, the subobjective is less amenable to palpable

description. This sort of milestone is illustrated by the subobjective

"provide adequate service; create favorable image".

The overall transitional objective is the attainment of "unified

synergy", This milestone is based on two major assumptions. First,

6For a prescriptive network showing time estimates see Appen-
dix B.
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it is assumed that, despite the difficulties and complexities of unify-

ing operations, there are some immediate gains that. can be realized

during the transitional period. The difficulty in measuring these

gains in-a total sense is side-stepped by referring to them as syner-

gistic effects. Second, it is assumed that these synergistic effects

will be forthcoming once each functional area subobjective is accom-

pushed.

How realistic are these assumptions? Even a cursory examina-

tion of them indicates that, though tenable, they are hardly impreg-

nable. As for the first assumption, immediate gains--during the

first year for instance- -are certainly not assured. Even eliminating

inimical market influences, such as downward shifts in demand,

increases in input costs, or highly inelastic factor supply functions,

does little to assure immediate gains. That is, the disruptive influ-

ence of welding together independent businesses is an immense ob-

stacle and one which is costly to overcome. Yet, the magnitude of

these obstacles is unique to individual uxifications; some cases will

present thornier problems than others. Assuming that unified synergy

is capable of being achieved within one year after unification in turn

assumes that the characteristics of the unifying cooperatives are

particularly amenable to union.

The second assumption should offer less cause for controversy.

It merely states that once the subobjective in each area is attained,
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the total objective will also have been realized. Moreover, this

assumption does not depend on the first. That is, gains in excess

of losses need not be realized for this second assumption to be valid.

All that is necessary is that progress in each of.the functional areas

imply progress of the total organization.

Value of the Network

Despite its limitations, the network is valuable for what it re-

veals about the process of organizational unification. Specifically,

there are two major benefits of this schematic presentation. First,

the activities implied by unification are identified and depicted.

Second, the network reveals relationships existing among these

activities. That is, transitional activity paths are either simultan-

eous or sequential and whichever relationship exists can be deter-

mined by inspecting the network diagram. Prior knowledge of unifi-

cation events and activities and the relationships existing among them

should permit a more rapid and efficient unification than would other-

wise be possible. And presumably, rapid and efficient unification

will always be desired.

But merely knowing what occurs is too simplistic on one hand

and too fragmentary on the other. Rather, management of unifica-

tion must be viewed from a total systems perspective. At one level

the systems approach is promoted by viewing unification as being
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composed of subparts, i. e. the functional areas.- At another level,

however, each of the subparts must be viewed as leading to some

milestone which in turn meaningfully relates to the overall objective.

Depiction of the network in this manner allows unification to be seen

in a wholistic sense.

Garoian and Haseley have stated the requirements for a firm's

objectives. "A business organization should have objectives that

represent a satisfactory integration of the aims and the needs of all

major groups involved . . . " (18, p. 32). Moreover, "Objectives

are required in every area where performance and results directly

and vitally affect the survival and prosperity of the business" (18,

p. 32). The emphasis of their approach is upon objectives as de-

pendent rather than discrete conceptual foci, as vital planning tools

rather than empty palliatives. The descriptive network below paral-

lels this emphasis. Hence, a further value of the network is that it

presents unification as being composed of subparts that lead to dis-

tinct objectives while also being depicted as an integral part of the

total unification panorama.

A Furthet, Explanation

The condensation and abbreviation which a PERT network re-

quires often makes its interpretation a difficult matter. Unfortunately,

the descriptive network depicted here is no different than other
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complex PERT networks; it is difficult to read. This problem can

partially be overcome by examining the diagram with care, following

each path. This section is designed to asSist a detailed examination.

For explanatOry purposes, an event oriented approach is taken

in drawing this network. ' Each sphere depicted in the network

briefly describes an event which occurred in the course of achieving

organizational unification. Those events which require expansion

or further explanation are denoted by a number. The numbers along-

side the following explanatory remarks correspond to the numbered

events.

Solid lines connecting events imply either resource requiring

activities or time passage which does not demand resources. This

approach varies slightly from the ordinary PERT method whereby

solid lines denote only activities which consume resources. Dotted

lines identify "dummy activities. Such a relationship indicates that

the further left of the connected events must precede the event to the

right. Resources, therefore, are not consumed in moving from the

7PERT terminology designates something which occurs at a
point in time as an event. Something which occurs through time
is an activity. Activities consume resources while events do not.

8Activity oriented networks are usually preferred for plan-
ning purposes since they focus upon what must be done, while event
oriented networks emphasize what occurs. For an example of the
activity oriented approach see the prescriptive network in Appendix
B.



first to the second event. The use of broken lines connecting sub-

objectives with the total objective is another innovation required to

adapt PERT to explanatory purposes. These lines indicate that,

though the subobjective has been attained, resources continue to be

consumed in carrying on the activities of that function.

Explanatory Denotations

(1) In the case of the observed unification, the resulting

cooperative employed computerized accounting. An

independent service bureau was retained to supply

computer services.

(2) The unifying cooperatives may likely have oveTlapping

memberships and members may often be listed under

variations of their names. A master list of the new

cooperative's membership, with members' names ap-

pearing only once, must be submitted to the service

bureau before bills can be sent.

(3) Automated accounting systems facilitate processing of

many types of information. However, since compiling

and mailing accounts receivables is highly time consum-

ing, this processing function should be given priority.

(4) In the observed consolidation, the new cooperative chose

to unify all its outstanding loans into a single credit

Scanner
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source. This was done with the use of a specific sum of

borrowed capital and was not a line of credit.

(5) "G. M. " is an abbreviation for "general manager".

(6) This activity was not specifically performed. Depicting

job descriptions as having been actually written may be

justified since (a) close communication among management

essentially accomplished the same purpose and (b) formal

descriptions should have been written.

(7) It is assumed that fidelity bonds covering branch managers

will be continued, that the unified cooperative will be

named as beneficiary, and that the new general manager

is the only addition to the management group.

(8) Oregon law stipulates that the designated initial board

of directors be named in the articles of incorporation

which is included in the plan of consolidation.

(9) Assuming that the first annual meeting is held soon after

unification, probably the most important item of business

will be to elect members of the board of directors.

(1.0) "Facility use study, " at this early date, will examine

those items which are most amenable to change or for

which critical need exists. The more long-range aspects

of this study will be deferred.



V. THE FUNCTIONAL AREAS

The following sections delve into the more salient features of

each functional area. Unless inapplicable, each section (1) corn-

ments upon the importance of the function's purpose to the business,

(2) relates the objective to the purpose, (3) describes notable activi-

ties, (4) specifies the relationship of the functional area subobjective

to the overall objective, and (5) emphasizes prominent features with-

in the functional area. Despite the breadth of the written analysis,

it is designed only to expand upon what is depicted in the diagram;

by no means should it be read without reference to the diagram-

matic presentation it supports. This admonition particularly applies

to the discussion of specific activities since the textual treatment is

restricted only to the more notable of these.

Accounting

Accounting systems are valuable far the information they gener-

ate. This information is essentially historical and therefore pro-

vides the means to measure past performance. And by indicating

past performance, the relative strengths and weaknesses of certain

of the firm's functions may be determined, thereby permitting effec-

tive allocation of managerial effort. Generation of these historical

data also permit another planning device to be used: the budget.
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Regardless of how accounting information is used, its primary

value lies in what it reveals about the performance of the business.

And the need for information is particularly acute under initial uni-

fied operation. In the absence of specific, organized, and meaning-

ful information derived from accounting data, appraisal of perform-

ance can only be by inadequate and faulty observation and inference.

Merely guessing about performance is clearly unacceptable since

effective and rapid adjustments must often be made during the tran-

sition period.

The first balance sheet and operating statement is the objective

in the accounting subnetwork. This objective is critically important

since it is the first formal feedback on the performance of unified

operation. Yet, these first statements cannot be as precise or as

complete as might be desired. For instance, it may be impracticable

to take a physical inventory for the purpose of compiling these initial

measures of performance. To overcome this difficulty, sales -to-

inventory ratios can be computed from the records of the constituent

cooperatives. Other necessary values may be determined in a simi-

lar manner.

Select Accountant

Due to the very complex task of unifying the separate account-

ing systems, it is important to select an accountant as soon as
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possible. But because of the importance of this decision, many fac-

tors should be evaluated. Consideration should be given to the exper-

ience of the accounting firm in cooperative accounting, the competency

of its staff, the breadth of services it is capable of providing, and to

the willingness and desirability of entering into a long-term profes-

sional relationship.

But at the same time, the accounting firm should be selected

as soon as possible. In most cases, the accounting firm that served

as adviser during the negotiation period preceding unification could

be selected and there are a number of advantages in pursuing this

strategy. Presumably the firm is competent if it remained as adviser

during the entire course of the usually difficult and lengthy negotia-

tions. At any rate, those persons affiliated with the new cooperative

who must select the accounting firm will have had ample opportunity

to evaluate the performance of the advising firm. Additionally, the

advising accounting firm is thoroughly familiar with the unification,

having been actively involved in the events preceding it.

Codify Chart of Accounts

Where unification is by consolidation, an entirely new account-

in.g system will probably be required. This may not be the case

where the chosen form of unification is merger, since merger will

usually combine a smaller firm or firms with a larger one. The
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surviving cooperative's accounting system will probably be continued

since the effect of merging is to enlarge the surviving firm's scope

of operation. Merger will not radically change the nature of informa-

tion required unless the extinguished cooperatives are large relative

to the surviving cooperative.

Assuming that unification is by consolidation, as occurred in

the observed case study, creation of a new accounting system as

soon as possible is crucially important. However, this activity is

difficult as well as important. The degree of difficulty in devising

a new system, and therefore the rapidity with which it can be corn-

pleted, is at least partially dependent upon the similarity of the

accounting systems utilized by the constituent cooperatives. Where

these systems are readily adaptaptable to the devised system and

are relatively similar to each other, the difficulties of this project

are considerably lessened. At any rate, if the new system is to

be adapted to computerized accounting, creation of the new system

will require the specialized talents of an accountant trained in these

techniques. This, of course, is a factor to be considered in select-

ing the accounting firm for the unified cooperative.

Train Employees

As is often the case, the unifying cooperatives may employ

either hand posting or machine-aided bookkeeping. However, one
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of the advantages of becoming larger through unification is that fully

automated accounting becomes feasible. Consequently, the unified

cooperative will no doubt use this more sophisticated method and

employees must be trained in the requirements of automated account-

Lug. This training will not be especially djfficult, consisting mostly

of instructing personnel in the proper method of classifying and col-

lecting similar types of information.

Audit Constituents I Books

. Prior to making the final closing entries in the constitient co-

operativest books, final audits must be made. It is not necessary

that these audits be made by the selected accounting firm but it is

necessary that these audits be conducted rapidly and uniformly. The

accounting firms which served the cooperatives when they operated

independently, because they are familiar with the accounts, would

be logical choices to conduct these final audits.

Unified synergy is not achieved through divine intervention; it

is achieved by planning for it. And plans, if they are to be more than

vague justifications, must be based solidly on information. The ac-

counting system aids planning by providing information; the initial

balance sheet and operating statement prepared for internal use is

the first of that information.

It should be recognized, however, that this initially generated
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accounting information is quite imprecise, being based to a large

extent on inference and assumption. Further compilation of data

would yield more comprehensive information; more time would

generate data in greater volume, thereby increasing accuracy. Yet,

the important thing is to obtain some measure of performance at the

earliest possible date. Therefore, because of the short time period

reflected by these initial statements and because of the extrapola-

tions, inferences, and assumptions incorporated into them, they

should be regarded as only an imperfect indication of unified perform-

anc e.

Accountants experienced in unifications often recommend that

parallel accounting be employed for a period of time following unifi-

cation. That is, both the old system and the new system should be

used until the new system is fully and accurately operative. This

strategy has the advantage of yielding information on the performance

oL the branch locations and from this, total performance can be

appraised. Parallel accounting also avoids sole dependence upon

the untried new system. On the other hand, there are certain dis-

advantages involved in operating two systems simultaneously. The

most salient disadvantage is that this requires much more work and

is therefore more costly.

Examination of the network reveals two major simultaneous

paths: one involves auditing constituent cooperatives; the other
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captured by concurrently moving along these paths if the auditing is

done by several accounting firms not involved in bringing the new

system to fruition.

Finance and Bankii

Capital is to a business firm as gasoline is to an automobile;

without these necessary inputs, neither goes very far. Such, then,

is the purpose of this functional area: to permit the cooperative to

implement its plans by securing necessary capital. Thus, the pur-

pose of this functional area is fulfilled with the attainment of the sub-

objective: secure a continuing line of crediL

However, including banking and finance in the same area is

somewhat an apples and oranges proposition; while related, these

two are not perfectly integrated. On the other hand, the artificiality

invpked by lumping the two does not detract too greatly from the pre-

sentation. Such is the pitfall of classification; artificiality is the

price paid for explication.

Select Bank

Competence, breadth of services, convenience, and cost are

important considerations in establishing any business relationship.

The case is no different in selecting a bank. And these factors gain
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in importance as banks continue to expand the scope of their services.

An important consideration in the case of unifying cooperatives

in widely separated locales is the availability of bank branch offices

near the constituent cooperatives. The problem of transporting cash

to the central bank from branch offices is avoided when the selected

bank nàintains branch offices near each of the constituents.

Close Constituents' Bank Accounts

In the case of the observed unification, constituent cooperatives

continued to exercise independent control of their checking accounts.

This situation should be avoided if at all possible since independent

dispersal severely limits the possibilities for effectively controlling

funds. The apparent reason for maintaining autonomy over checking

accounts by branch managers in the observed unification was because

extreme decentralization was initially pursued.- However, authority

to write checks should be subject to central management's control

where feasible.

Determine Credit Capital Needs

Lending money is serious business. Consequently, one ap-

proaches a money lender armed with compelling evidence of one's

worthiness. This involves knowing how much capital one desires,

how the borrowed capital is to be spent, and finally, being able to
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able use. These are stringent qualifications and can only be fulfilled

after sufficient time has elapsed in order to appraise capital needs.

This period can be substantially shortened if the activities preceding

an accurate determination of capital needs are completed more rap-

idly.

Unification presumably creates an entity much stronger than

the sum of its parts. This is particularly true regarding acquisition

of credit capital. There is some merit to the old saw that banks

only lend money to those who don't need it. The larger and more

viable cooperative created through unification is a safer credit risk

and should find it easier to obtain loans.

The reason for this is clear: its prospects for profitable oper-

ation are greater than those of the constituents taken together. Yet,

there is an element of circularity here since adequate capital neces-

sarily precedes many of the unified plans. Hence, obtaining an ade-

quate and continuing line of credit is a prerequisite to achieving

unified synergy.

Three subnetworks precede the activity "secure line of credit".

Of these three, two relate to the uses of capital- -inventory consider-

ations (operating capital) and facility use plans (investment capital)--

while the third- -acounting- -justifies extension of credit. However,

each of these three networks can be accomplished concurrently, thus
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The network depicts credit as being extended from a single

source. However, relying on only one source of credit is not neces-

sarily desirable under all circumstances. While advisable to re-

strict business relationships to a minimum from an administrative

point of view, there may be advantages in having more than one

creditor. Such a situation might arise when one creditor offers

favorable operating capital terms while another's terms on long-

range investment capital are more advantageous.

Merchandising

Merchandising is a rather nebulous and encompassing area

and the transitional objective- -provide adequate service and create

a favorable image- -is no less so. While these concepts are ambigu-

ous, their importance cannot be denied. No business will remain

viable for long without fulfilling the needs of its customers unless

it is a monopolist protected by impregnable barriers to entry.

Given that the purpose of an effective merchandising program

is to satisfy customers, (1) creation of a favorable public image and

(2) offering a competitive level of service are worthy objectives

serving this purpose. An adequate level of service satisfies in an

objective sense; a favorable image helps convince customers that they

really are satisfied.
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Set Uniform Price and Credit Policies

Prior to unification, the constituent cooperatives operated

under dissimilar price and credit policies. And these stratagems

may very well have been formulated as a means of competing with

each other. Since unification eliminates competition among unifying

cooperatives., instruments of competition, such as pricing and credit

extension decisions, must also be consolidated.

Decisions concerning price and credit policies bear on such

diverse elements as growth, capital structure, and competitive

position. However, these implications pertain to long-range factors

affecting the unified cooperative. The transitional objective of

unified synergy is accomplished in a shorter time period and, with

respect to merchandising, is achieved in part by adopting uniform

prices and credit terms among the branch locations.

Besides displaying a unified front represented by identical

policies, this strategy also avoids customer misunderstanding, ill

will, and potential dissension. Little imagination is required to

visualize the indignation of a member should he learn that a fellow

member has received a better price or more advantageous credit

terms by merely patronizing a different branch of the same coopera-

tive. As soon as his wrath has been publicly aired to management,

the dissimilarities will be corrected but at the price of weakened
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customer relations. As always, it is better to act than to react.

Letter Announcing Unification to Methbers

A letter to members is advisable for two reasons. First, the

members are customers and the success of the cooperative depends

on their continued patronage. Personal notice sent to these people

indicates the cooperative's concern for their needs. Second, the

members are also owners of the cooperative business. In view of

their investment in the cooperative and its status as an extension of

the farm business, it is incumbent upon management to keep them

fully informed of changes in their cooperative..

As often happens, major customers of the cooperative may not

also be members. Yet, the patronage of these nonmembers is impor-

tant. It is advisable, therefore, to send welcoming letters to these

individuals as well since such a letter serves as a promotional device

and may encourage eventual membership.

Begin Identifying Facilities and Equipment with Insignia

Identification of facilities and equipment is hardly crucial from

the standpoint of successfully consummating organizational unifica -

tion. On the other hand, whatever affects profitable performance

is worthy of managerial attention. Identifying facilities and equipment

is a promotional strategy enhancing public image and increasing the
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cooperative's public exposure. It follows that this activity contributes

to the business' success and is therefore important. But identifying

facilities and equipment is felt not to be crucial and so wiii probably

be a continuing activity.

Notification Sent to Suppliers

Common courtesy as well as practical considerations dictate

that amicable business relations with supptiers be established and

maintained. One way of doing this is to have formal announcements

of the unification printed and distributed to suppliers.

Determine Optimum Inventory Levels

Stock-outs and seriously depleted inventories are classified,

with justification, as an anathema. The cost in terms of lost sales

and damaged relations can be substantial. And the implications of

not having an important harvester part on hand during the harvest

season are much graver than running out of a housewife's preferred

brand of salad dressing. Crises such as the former must, therefore,

be avoided.

Unification ostensibly minimizes these dangers since any given

branch has access to products sold at other branch locations. This

point is particularly applicable if the unifying cooperatives are

located close to one another and transportation facilit s are good,
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as was the situation in this case study. Nonetheless, procedures

for making interbranch inventory transfers must be established.

This includes providing some form of communication among branch

managers.

Assuming that interbranch inventory transfers are feasible,

such transfers will affect the required inventory levels, hopefully

reducing the volume of inventoried goods. The causal chain extends

to the amount of necessary operating capital since inventoried goods

tie up capital and are therefore a cost. Summarily, mobility of

inventoried goods among the branches will decrease total inventory

volume thereby reducing operating capital requirements.

Formation of interbranch transfer procedures, followed by

evaluation and adjustment of these procedures, are the activities

preceding judgment of the amount of operating capital devoted to

financing inventory. Yet the cooperative must determine optimum

inventory levels which often shift because of seasonal demand char-

acteristics. The sales-to-inventory ratios for the constituent firms

in past years, appraised in light of the effectiveness of interbranch

transferring, should provide the answer to year-round inventory

levels.

The objective in the merchandising area- -establish customer

rapport and provide goods and services of adequate quality and in

sufficient volume- -cannot be precisely measured. Yet it is very
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important. It is essentially what is involved in wooing the fickle

customer and is obviously a continuing imperative. Inclusion of

these activities and this objective as an integral part of the transi-

tion process is implicit recognition that promotional hay may be

made of the very act of unifying.

There are two major concurrent paths in the merchandising sub-

network: one is the pricing and inventory path; the other path relates

to promotional, advertising, and public relations functions. Neither

is heavily dependent upon the other and therefore both can be conduct-

ed similtaneously. This should yield some time savings.

The most crucial activities in the merchandising area are those

preceding establishment of uniform price and credit policies. The

reason for this is that the cooperative stands to incur damaging

losses from customer ill will if prices and credit terms vary as

between branches. Further, uniform policies connote effective

unification while avoiding presumptions of ineffective unification

which variations among branches would raise. Together we stand,

divided we fall- -but first it must appear as though we are standing

together.

Per nn ii

"People problems" are among the most widely cited obstacles

to smooth adjustment following unification (33). A major source of
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these "problems" is hired personnel- -be they top managers or the

newest stockboy. Yet, ail efficient, capable, and motivated work

force is essential to successful operation. The relative importance

of manpower to a firm's operations is somewhat tempered by the

sophistication of utilized technology. But regardless of the number

of employees hired, their training, or their expendability, the firm's

work force figures prominently in the p formance level realized.

The personnel objective during the transitional period takes

two forms. First, certain adjustments must be made among the

working force, thus securing more efficient performance levels.

Second, the areas of responsibility fulfilled by each worker should

be clearly defined and understood. These objectives bear directly

on the purpose of personnel management. Having accomplished

this objective and completed the activities preceding it, progress

will have been made toward developing an efficient, capable, and

motivated work force.

The activities prescribed here do not pretend to fully accom-

push the purpose of personnel management completely or perfectly.

Activities in the personnel area mentioned here are merely those of

a more imminent nature. Obviously, personnel management must

continue even after immediate adjustments have been made.
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State Terms of Continued Employment for Managers

The managers of the constituents, having much to lose, will

understandably be concerned for their jobs. Definite and concrete

statements concerning the future status of their positions must be

given to insure their continued cooperation.

Establish Interim Management

This activity must be completed immediately upon the decision

to unify. A committee composed of the managers of constituent co-

operatives or a single manager designated from among this group

could provide interim management until a permanent general manager

is hired. Both of these approaches have the advantage of giving the

unified co-op immediate leadership. Another alternative is to defer

any substantive action until selection of the general manager. But

since the search for a suitable general manager could continue

for an extended period, thereby delaying much progress, this

latter alternative is not recommended.

Solicit Applicants

It is likely that at least one of the managers of the unifying

cooperatives would be interested in the general managership. The

newly created position represents an increase in responsibility,
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salary, and influence. Further, the constituents' managers may

view managing branch locations as mere sinecures compared to

their previous status as the main decision maker in-an independent,

albeit smaller, business. Thus, both lure and compulsion may

cause heated competition for the post of general manager. This

must be avoided.

In many instances, the boards of directors should make it clear

that the general manager is not to be selected from among those man-

aging the constituent cooperatives. This restriction will avoid the

political maneuvering which would take place as those desiring the

top post sought to enlist support for their personal goal. Jis t such

machinations as these could be sufficient to destroy the cooperative

spirit so essential to successful unification.

Hire General Manager

A successful business requires strong and capable leadership.

And this requirement becomes especially acute during periods of

crisis as postunification adjustment periods have often been called.

The mandate is therefore clear: an experienced and competent

manager capable of exercising strong leadership must be hired.

9This safeguard is not necessary if unification is by merger
or acquisition of assets since the manager of surviving cooperative
will continue as general manager.
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And he must be hired quickly. Any meaningful progress made

toward the goal of organizational unification awaits the decisions of

a general manager which implement the action leading to that prog-

ress. Also, an interim management group composed of (what are

after unification) branch managers is a poor substitute. In most

cases, this committee will hesitate to fully exercise prerogatives

since they cannot be sure of what the, as yet unnamed, general

manger would wish.

Revise Compensation Levels

Terms of employment will rarely be identical for each of the

unifying firms. Yet, employee morale will suffer when, after unifi-

cation, an employee learns that a co-worker at some other branch

location enjoys more favorable remuneration for similar work. This

situation could proceed beyond misunderstanding to the point that

those receiving lesser compensation become agenst of dissension

and discord.

The solution to this problem is clear: terms of employment

must be made equal for comparable work. But achieving comparabil-

ity still does not exorcise dissension; there can be no decrease in

remuneration among employees either. This implies, therefore,

that compensation standards must be improved so that they equal

the terms offered by the most generous of the constituent
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c ooeratives.

Letter to Personnel

Employees typically have two conflicting attitudes toward a

unification. On the one hand, they fear for the continued security

of their jobs. In response to this threat, they may exhibit reactions

ranging from indifferent acceptance to overt resistance. This is

clearly inimical to unification efforts. On the other hand, the very

fact of unification induces a sort of competitive exuberance; merely

being a part of a challenging endeavor encourages extra effort. In a

word, it is exciting.

The problem, therefore, reduces to allaying the fears prompted

by the first attitude while fostering the enthusiasm of the second.

The letter sent to employees should be designed to do this. In addi-

tion, this letter should also refer to the new compensation schedule.

Write Key Personnel Job Descriptions

Unless drastic changes in scope of services are inaugerated

(an unlikely occurrence during the transitional period), employees'

(as distinct from managers') responsibilities will remain largely

unchanged. Therefore, there is no pressing need for formal job

descriptions defining the responsibilities of ndnmanagerial person-

nel. However, the scope and function of branch managership is not
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pendent cooperatives. And the need for managerial job description,

definition of responsibilities, and limitation of authority is urgent.

Bringing together the diverse talents of many managers is a

potentially rich source of unified synergy. The unifying coopera-

tives are often too small to justify more than one or two trained

personnel. The manager, in most cases, represents the limits of

available technology. However unification vastly expands the tech-

nical possibilities open to the new cooperative since it may be large

enough Ito allow branch managers to specialize in narrow areas.

Thus, while limited size restricted high quality services to the areas

defined by managers' experience, training, and interests, the larger

unified cooperative can utilize the complementary talents of these

specialists by welding them together as a team. The general man-

ager, in his role as coordinator, is the nexus which permits person-

nel synergy to be expressed.

But a caveat is in order here. Merely unifying does not auto-

matically produce the potential gains implied by division of labor.

On the contrary, unification produces a disruptive, and in the ex-

treme, chaotic environment. The causes of this have been adum-

brated above; the dilemma is grounded in very natural and very

ubiquitous people problems. Unfortunately, there is no panacea

readily available. But to be aware of this resistance to change and
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The most important activity in the personnel functional area

is selection of the general manager. This observation is nol unex-

pected since most cooperatives, even after unification, are essen-

tially small businesses. Therefore, a qualified general manager

should be hired as soon as possible since real progress awaits his

leadership.

And strong leadership is especially important in creating an

efficacious and motivating climate within the new cooperative's

managerial echelon. This task is particularly difficult s.ince unif i-

cation, while divesting managers of the constituent cooperatives of

their formal autonomy, does not automatically eliminate residual

independent modes of operation. This problem can at least partially

be overcome by establishing formal controls and delineating the

limits of authority. But these strtagems still do not elicit motiva-

tion nor promote an environment conducive to effective communica-

tion.

The solution to this problem depends upon the function and

purpose of the branch manager group. If these managers are seen

essentially as managers of branches whose influence does not extend

to participative decision making affecting the total organization,

then a spirit of competition should be fostered. Such intragroup'°

10The group referred to here is composed of branch managers.
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motivation. However, competition among branches cannot effectively

be pursued without also granting a substantial degree of autonomy as

well. Unification without integration (which autonomy would imply)

detracts considerably from the potential gains to be realized by a

full pooling of managerial resources. Therefore, internecine com-

petition should, in most cases, be avoided.

The remaining, and recommended, solution is to coalesce the

formerly independent managers into an integrated, effective advisory

unit. In this manner, the potentially rich source of talent represented

by these managers is applied to the pursuit of total organization goals.

This can be one of the most beneficial effects of unifying.

Achieving cooperation among these managers, however, is

not easily accomplished; a history of competition makes conflict a

more likely occurrence. The dilemma, then, is to promote motiva-

tion, which is achieved most effectively by competion and pursuit of

common objectives, while reducing conflict. This is a major prob-

lem but one which is not insoluble.. The following approaches are

proposed as a means of surmounting this difficulty. First, inevithle

conflict should be reduced by fostering a climate which is conducive

to constructive communication.. Second, conflict can be prevented

by establishing an organizational structure which is challenging

within the limits of managerial capabilities and which imparts a
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sacrificed if the goals and objectives of the new cooperative are

sufficiently cogent to win the commitment of the branch managers.

By emphasizing this triagonal approach, top management is armed

with an effective program for integrating the management group

into a highly motivated, mutually supportive whole, dedicated to

achieving high levels of total organizational performance.

Insurance and Public Notification

Lumping insurance related activities with public notification,

a multifarious topic, is more a matter of convenience than the result

of logical relationship. Moreover, these activities may appear to

be commonplace or even obvious. Yet, their importance remains

indisputable. The very right to remain in business hinges on the

approval of certain regulatory agencies. Similarly, transferring

certain risks of doing business through insurance coverage is a

prudent business strategy.

Notify Regulatory Agencies

The number and identity of relevant regulatory agencies will

depend on geographical location and types of services offered by the

cooperative. In distinction to specific controlling agencies, there

are others that affect all business firms. Among these are the
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ment of Motor Vehicles. This is not a complete list of the relevant

agencies but it is at least illustrative. All that is usually required

to continue permission to operate is a letter notifying the agency that

unification has taken place. This notification should be made no

later than a few days after filing unification documents with the state

corporation commissioner.

Select Desired Form of Workmen's ComDensation Insurance

Oregon law permits an election as between private or public

insurer. This decision must be made before unified operation begins

because, in the absence of such insurance, the employer becomes

liable for injuries sustained by employees.

Select Most Advantageous Insurance Proposal

By consolidating the entire insurance coverage into a single

package, it may be possible to enhance the degree of coverage while

decreasing the total premiums. In addition, administrative effici-

encies may be realized by consolidating all assets with a single

insurer.

Convey All Interests in Real Property

Part of the appraisal of real property preparatory to securing
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of recorded real property interests is accomplished by registering

the certificate of consolidation (or merger) with the county recorder

of each county in which property is owned. This procedure has the

effect of passing title from the several constituent cooperatives to

the resulting entity.

The only substantial source of efficiency in this area is recog-

nition of the necessary activities. By realizing that notification must

be given to certain agencies and planning this task for a period when

more pressing matters are not impending, management can more

effectively allocate its time.

Statutory Unification

Oregon Revised Statutes stipulate the procedures necessary to

consummate a legal unification., These steps must, of course, be

completed before the consolidated cooperative achieves a distinct

legal existence or in the case of merger, before the marriage is

legally completed.

Important as these activities are, however, they are not empha-

sized here because most of the resource inputs required by them

''Oregon cooperatives can be unified according to procedures
specified in the Oregon Cooperative Corporation Act, specifically
ORS 62. 605-62. 620.



precede the decision to unify. Except for specific revision, the

bylaws, the plan of consolidation (or merger), and the articles of

consolidation (or merger) must be drafted before any of the coopera-

tives are willing to commit themselves. These activities, there-

fore, do not fall within the ambit of organizational unification.

Set Filing Date

Many considerations enter into deciding when unification should

legally occur. For one thing, the resulting firm will desire to begin

operations on the first official day of existence with some semblance

of organization. This requires that much be done in the period be-

tween the decision to unify and the date on which unification legally

occurs. Differing circumstances will bear on how long these initial

activities will take.

Facilities and Equipment

Among the most common reasons for unifying are the economies

stemming from the elimination of excess capacity. 12 As is often the

case, the unifying cooperatives are too small to permit full use of

their facilities and equipment. Unification, however, allows consol-

idation of facilities and equipment, liquidation of some, and those

'21t is assumed that the average total cost curve is negatively
sloped in the relevant range.
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remaining to be used at a level more closely approaching full capac-

ity.

Furthermore, both improvements in the existing capital goods

as well as the possibility of introducing new ones will likely exist.

Greater business volume and an improved capital base will permit

investments which were beyond the capacities of the independent co-

operatives before unification. New investments in facilities and

equipment represent a further benefit by either reducing operating

costs, improving the scope and quality of proffered services, or both.

These benefits, while real, may not be realized except in the

distant future. This is particularly true for the more substantial

investments. On the other hand, some economies in facility and

equipment use can be immediately captured. Especially amenable

to immediate savings are small, easily transported pieces of equip-

ment which are not fully used by any single cooperative. Any pooling

which might take place among the stock of such equipment will result

in immediate savings. This is the transitional objective for the facil-.

ities and equipment area.

Conduct Facilities Use Plan

Soon after unifying, management should begin a total facilities

use plan, taking stock of available facilities and equipment, deter-

mining what items might be eliminated, and outlining projections
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observed unified cooperative undertook this activity much sooner

than would be expected. Unifying cooperatives would ordinarily

examine facility and equipment use only after more imperative

matters are controlled.

Such an undertaking as this requires a substantial effort and

may likely be extended over a considerable time period. And since

the implements of production do no exist in isolation, the facilities

and equipment use study is merely a part of the total plan for devel-

opment. Hence an ancillary benefit of conducting this study is in

forcing explicit planning.

Ins tall Radio Communication Equipment

This activity should not be interpreted as necessary or even

desirable under all circumstances. In the case of the observed uni-

fication, this equipment was deemed necessary for effective corn-

munic ation.

Many of the potential- efficiencies and improvements in physical

assets are of a long-range nature. These benefits are, of course,

unattainable during the transitional period. On the other hand,

eliminating excess equipment and pooling that which remains may

substantially reduce operating costs, thereby improving profit per-

formance. Though maligned as they are, profits cannot be ignored.



In the same manner, equipment owned by a given cooperative

becomes available to all the constituents through the medium of uni-

fied operation. But potential benefits such as these are forthcoming

only through planning. The facilities and equipment use study is

just such a plan. Without it, the potential synergy stemming from

combination of physical assets will not be fully realized.



VI. IN PERSPECTIVE

The point was made earlier that understanding is achieved by

simplification and classification. In this chapter, these techniques

are applied to the process of unification in a somewhat different man-

ner than in the two preceding chapters. Here, organizational unifi-

cation is classified in a temporal context. Specifically examining

the temporal dimension- -what activities occur in which time period- -

is justified primarily by the validity of the premise that effective

integration of the operations of the unifying firms is desired as rap-

idly and as efficiently as possible..- Assuming this desire, certain

activities will be more imminent than others. This chapter outlines

these priority levels and identifies the activities composing each

level.

Selection of the priority categories is based on the notion that

an organization acts first to minimize the probability of incurring

loss. Once a measure of safety has been attained, only then will it

pursue stratagems designed to reap gain. Based on these criteria,

four priority levels are proposed.

Each of the categories is marked by a degree of homogeneity

of exigence. That is, certain activities must be completed at cer-

tam times, some sooner than others, and the earlier of these activi-

ties are assumed to be either of a more exigent or of a more



immediate nature than those capable of being deferred and therefore

occurring later. Aggregating unification activities in time periods,

the organization can be said to pass through four phases during the

transition period. Table 1 indicates the passage to succeeding phases

for six of the seven identified areas.

Many unification activities are of a continuing nature and there-

fore span two or more phases. The important point, however, is

when the activity is initiated., This is crucial since it signifies that

the resources freed by completion of earlier activities become avail-

able for application to less impending projects. By recognizing that

certain activities are more imminent than others, they can be corn-

pleted with dispatch and resources can then be applied to the less

imminent but often potentially more remunerative projects. The

value of this paradigm lies in promoting an efficient and rapid pur-

suit of the total unification objective - -unified synergy.

Phase I: To Avoid the Greatest Loss

Activities which conform to this description must be performed

at an early date following legal union. Selection of the form of work-

men's compensation is an example of an activity characterized by

a high degree of imminence. Without such insurance, liability for

injuries sustained by employees in the course of their employment

is placed upon the employer. In view of the trend toward generous



Table 1. Activity occurrence by priority level.

Phase I Phase II Phase III Phase IV

Accounting Devise chart of accounts Automate accounting Generate formal
accounting information

Finance & Centralize funds flow Secure continuing line
Banking control of credit

Merchandising Standardize price and Devise inventory Determine optimum
credit policies control system inventory leve]s

Personnel State terms of continued Establish intramanagement Write ob descriptions
employment for managers group communication

Letter to personnel

Insurance & Notify regulatory agencies Notify customers that bifls Consolidate insurance
Public Notif. payable to new co-op policies with singleSelect worlcments compen-

sation insurance insurer

Insure new office

Facilities & Conduct facilities and Conduct initial pooling Implement long-range
Equipment equipment use study of facilities and aspects of use study

equipment

t\)
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bodily injury settlements, it is highly desirable to transfer the risk

of tort claims to an insurer. The effect of having to pay for such a

settlement could be potentially devastating to the financial position

of the cooperative.

Compliance with certain registration requirements is another

example of the type of activity which must be completed at an early

date. In most cases, all that is required is to notify the relevant

agencies by letter or other means. Yet, to omit this sort of notifi-

cation is to risk either a substantial fine or loss of permission to

engage in certain types of activities.

Phase II: To Achieve a Semblance of Coordination

Unification brings together the independent activities of previ-

ously autonomous firms. In many cases, the united cooperatives

may have been spirited, or possibly even predaceous, competitors.

As an initial step in achieving total organizational unity, the diverse

and dissimilar policies and practices of the constituent cooperatives

must be made uniform. Price and credit policies offer a particularly

illuminating example of areas requiring immediate coordination.

Unless these instruments of economic strategy are coalesced, the

branch locations will manifest an independent and possibly competitive

posture. This is inimical to unified operation.

As a source of formal and specific internal information, the



accounting systems of the previously independent firms must be

replaced by a system reflecting the performance of the unified oper-

ation. Insofar as accounting permits evaluation of performance, a

measure of the strengths and weaknesses displayed during the transi-

tional period can then be secured. This is crucial to making policy

and procedural adjustments which would strengthen internal coordina-

tion.

Another powerful instrument for achieving coordination is the

establishment of intramanagement meetings. But merely bringing

together branch managers does not insure that constructive intra-

management group dialogue will occur. The proper attitudes and

environment must first exist before any coordinating benefits are

forthcoming. This point is amplified above. Yet, to provide the

mechanism for communicating is a necessary first step and the p0-

tential gains from doing this may richly benefit coordination.

Phase III: To Plug the Gaping Holes

Completion (at least to a substantial degree) of the first two

phases fulfills mundane but necessary requirements and provides an

organizational structure relatively capable of effectively pursuing

organizational goals. Yet, the sine qua non of business activity re-

mains profitable operation. And the most expeditious way most uni-

fying cooperatives can achieve higher profits is to eliminate glaring
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diseconomies. Phase III activities, for the most part, seek to do

this. The mechanism by which this is done finds application in all

business functions and in a general sense, consists of becoming more

efficient and therefore more effective.

Physical asset usage provides a particularly good example of

cost reducing potential. Constituent cooperatives are often too small,

taken alone, to fully utilize their equipment and facilities. Unifica-

tion provides the means to combine facilities and equipment, which

was used singularly, into plural usage. A petroleum delivery truck,

used only 80% of the time when operated by an independent coopera-

tve, might therefore become available for full usage after unifica-

tion. This example may apply to all of the pooledasset.

Phase IV: In Quest of Synergy

Not until the first three phases are substantially controlled can

management devote much attention to securing the synergistic effects

which may be attainable during the transition period. To a large ex-

tent, the activities occurring in this phase may be extensions of pro-

grams and procedures initiated in either Phase II or Phase III. For

instance, coordinating intramanagement group communication will

likely produce many creative and practicable solutions to organiza-

tional problems. Similarly, pooling equipment not only reduces

cost by eliminating excess capacity, but it may also enlarge the scope
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and quality of services available to all customers of the unified coop-

erative. In the same vein, the new accounting system will likely

generate more accurate, more frequent, and more relevant informa-

tion than was available to the managers of the independent coopera-

tive S.

What appears in Phase IV is clearly an extension of what was

initiated in either Phase II or Phase III. Why, then, even bother with

Phase IV? The answer to this question lies in the fact that merely

initiating a program is rarely sufficient for it to bear fruit; rather,

constant application, adjustment, and analysis is required to secure

fruition. Phase IV emphasizes these functions.

The approach of this chapter is essentially pedagogical and the

model, consequently, is more arbitrary than strict description would

imply. That is, activities are depicted as occurring independently

and within defined time periods. This certainly does not occur in

reality. On the contrary, the descriptive network presented at the

end of Chapter IV indicates that activities are not discrete and may

very well be highly interrelated. Moreover, the full range of activi-

ties are not presented. In the interests of clarity, only activities

which clearly represent one or another of the four phases are includ-

ed. Finally, activities are usually of a continuing nature; this

is not shown clearly in the tabular model.

Despite these limitations, the model is designed to show the
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type of activities which occur in the four phases. This is done with

at least a modicum of reality.,- That is, activities appearing in Phase

I are more exigent than are those which appear in succeeding phases.

The table, however, should not be interpreted as accurately descrip-

tive since, in reality, Phase IV activities may very well be initiated

immediately. The model merely presents the synthesized unification

activities according to a criterion of imminence.



VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study has been conducted on the supposition that once

committed to unification, unifying cooperatives will desire rapid and

effective integration of their business functions. It is further as-

sumed that rapid and effective integration is more likely to occur

if the management and boards of directors of unifying cooperatives

have comprehensive and specific foreknowledge of unification activi-

ties. These activities were identified by observing a consolidation of

five agricultural cooperatives and are presented in this thesis.

A Synopsis

Activities involved in unifying independent cooperatives may

be divided into seven distinct but interrelated functional areas. Each

of these areas contain either sequential or simultaneous activity paths

but all of the activity paths lead to the achievement of a functional

objective. The functional objectives play a dual role in the manage-

ment of unification. First, they serve as a recognizable target

toward which activities are directed. Second, they provide a stand-

ard by which progress can be measured.

When each of the seven functional objectives is attained, it is

assumed that transitional synergistic effects will have been realized.

Achieving unified synergy, however, should not be equated with



complete or perfect organizational unification. That point will likely

remain unattained after the first year of unified operation. Rather,

unified synergy refers to those gains which may be potentially realiz-

able within the year following the decision to unify.

Whether or not gains are realizable in the one year transition

period will depend upon the circumstances encountered by unifying

cooperatives. In the observed consolidation, it appears as though

beneficial effect stemming from unification were greater than the

attendant problems. Extrapolation of this result in a predictive

sense, however, must be tempered by a critical appraisal of the

degree of correlation between the circumstances surrounding the

observed consolidation and the milieux of subsequent unifications.

Network Analysis and Its
Implications for Planning

Constructing a network diagram as a means of aiding in the

planning of a complex undertaking yields two benefits. First, con-

structing the network forces identification of events and activities.

This rigorous approach to planning may lead to the discovery of

alternative programs for achieving objectives and these alternatives

can be inaugerated if they are more effective. Second, the z'elation-

ships existing among activities are identified, This allows bottle-

necks to be spotted and allowances made for them before they are
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encountered. Essentially, this means discovering whether activities

are sequential or simultaneous.

On the other hand, a network which describes what has already

occurred can only be the basis for evaluation. Accordingly, this

section will (1) identify and (2) evaluate the opportunities for achiev-

ing more rapid integration.

Accounting presents two major simultaneous activity paths.

One of these paths involves auditing constituent cooperatives' ac-

counts, while the other path encompasses those activities necessary

to bring the unified cooperative's new accounting system into opera-

tion. Since these two paths are not related, t1y should be concur-

rently pursued, and by doing so, some time savings will be realized.

The key activity in bringing the new accounting system into

operation is devising the chart of accounts. The rapidity with which

this is done will depend to a large extent on (1) the sophistication of

the devised system and (2) the expertise of the advising accountant.

Both of these variables are capable of being affected by managerial

decisions. However, the time needed to generate the first account-

ing data is less capable of being influenced by management. This

time period will be considerably lengthened if the accounting systems

of the constituent cooperatives are dissimilar or if the new system

is quite different than the systems employed by constituent coopera-

tives.
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The uditing sequence is also subject to potential delay. The

accounting firms which conduct the audits, because they are losing

the business of their client, may fail to complete their audits with

dispatch.

In finance and banking, two unrelated paths exist. Well-

functioning banking procedures will be delayed as long as constitu-

ent cooperatives maintain autonomous control over separate checking

accounts. Centralizing control over funds dispersal depends, in turn,

upon centralizing many other functions such as ordering procedures,

payroll accounting, and commodity marketing policies.

Because of the importance of credit capital to the growth of the

cooperative, the activities related to securing a continuing line of

credit stem from many functional areas. Central to this subweb,

however, is selection of a general manager. This conclusion is

logical since the general manager, as the primary operations deci-

sion maker, is responsible for inaugerating development plans. And

it is just such plans as these which require capital for their imple-

mentation.

Merchandising contains two major activities. The first of

these is to establish uniform price and credit policies. This activity

must be completed and uniform policies must be established by

the interim management soon after unification. The second major

activity group in the merchandising area concerns establishing
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inventory control procedures.. Because of the pervasive implications

of this activity, the permanent general manager should participate in

formulating inventory control procedures.

There are no major simultaneous activity paths in the personnel

function. However, probably the single most important integration

activity is found in this area: selection of the permanent general

manager. The importance of this general manager to the success of

the unification has been outlined above and so it wiU . t be

again. However, because the general manager's influence is diffused

throughout the network, the sooner he is selected, the sooner many

other activities can be begun.- Selection of the general manager, then,

assumes a position of paramount importance to achieving rapid total

integration.

In the area of insurance and public notification, conversely, the

influence of the permanent general manager is less critical, This

follows from the fact that many of the activities found in this area

are Phase I activities. They must, therefore, be completed before

the general manager will likely be hired.

The activities subsumed under statutory consolidation do not

present any appreciable opportunities for bringing integration about

at a faster pace. The central event in this area is filing the articles

of consolidation. Being able to function with a fairly high degree of

coordination immediately upon achieving legal unification is
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important from a strategic standpoint. Whether this coordination

will have been realized, however, depends on many adjustments and

decisions which must be made in the time between the decision to

unify and the legal consummation of the unification. Therefore, the

date set for filing the articles of consolidation (or merger) is cruci-

ally important.

The facilities and equipment area contains two unrelated paths.

These may be pursued concurrently and time savings will thus be

realized.

Developing a Positive Approach

Agricultural cooperatives must plan for unification. Research

has indicated that too often agricultural cooperatives undertake unif i-

cation without sufficiently planning for it (10). The PERT technique

has been used in describing an observed unification. This tool could

be a powerful adjunct to planning for unification. Yet, PERT is

merely a tool and not a panacea; it is certainly not a substitute for

analysis. What is needed, then, is an approach to planning for

unification. This section outlines such an approach.

First, the unified cooperative should be subdivided into mean-

ingful functional areas. Seven functional areas were identified in

the observed unification but these are by no means universal. The

relevant classification scheme under other circumstances may be
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different than that depicted here.

To be able to identify the most critical functions for a newly

unified cooperative is to have rather extensive knowledge of the total

unification milieu. Part of this knowledge will result from the eco-

nomic, legal, and accounting analyses conducted during the negotia-

tion period; part of it results from the latent and patent opinions of

members; part of it comes from specific and detailed analysis con-

ducted by management; but all of the knowledge required for effective

planning is expressed through the medium of management and board

meetings.

The second step involved in formulating a unification plan is to

define objectives. Each of the identified functional areas should focus

upon a realistic and definite objective. By identifying objectives, the

activities within an area assume purposeful direction. Like the

functional areas, stated objectives are also likely to be unique to

any given set circumstances. Moreover, objectives, if their useful-

ness is to be fully tealized, must be meaningful and capable of elicit-

ing commitment. Essentially, this means that they must be challeng-

ing, yet realizable; that they be specifically defined, yet remain

flexible; and finally, that they be logical extensions of functional

activities, yet serve to promote the total organizational objectives.

By (1) identifying and classifying functional areas and (2) defin-

ing area objectives, the author presents an approach to planning for
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unification. But this approach is merely the beginning. It must be

followed by formulating specific programs to accomplish the objec-

tives, by devising control procedures to guide the progiams, and

by implementing the programs, thus moving toward realization of

the objectives. Planning, then, merely begins the task of achieving

organizational unification.
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APPENDIX A

This appendix briefly outlines PERT fundamentals
necessary for the interpretation of Appendix B.
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Appendix B presents a PERT network as it might appear before

unification is undertaken. The basis for this network is the research

data resulting from the observed consolidation case study. Because

of this research, the network is somewhat more comprehensive than

it might be if drawn by the management of unifying cooperatives.

Moreover, the network is normative rather than descriptive. Again,

the basis of this prescriptive approach are the observed data. Appen-

dix B presents this prescriptive network along with an analysis of

results and a statement of definitive assumptions. The remainder

of this appendix is devoted to a description of PERT fundamental

and may be omitted by the reader who is familiar with the technique.

Employing PERT requires construction of a network diagram.

This requirement is valuable because it promotes a rigorous approach

to planning and because it reveals certain relationships that exist

among activities. 13 Yet, these are not the only advantages of PERT;

the technique also provides information which allows resources to

be effectively allocated by identifying the more time consuming ac -

tivity sequences. 14 The sequence of activities taking the longest

13The discussion of network characteristics presented in
Chapters I and IV will not be repeated here.

'4Resource requirements are most commonly stated in terms
of time inputs but this is not always necessary. Input estimates may
be in terms of any resource, e. g. money, manpower, equipment,
etc,
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time--the critical path- -will also be the limiting factor in reaching

the objective at an earlier date. By identifying these limiting activi-

ties and devoting more attention or resources to them, the duration

times of these critical path activities may be decreased, thus enabling

the objective to be attained more rapidly.

The critical path is calculated in the following manner: First,

three time estimates are generated from the projections of those who

are most acquainted with the given activity. 15 These three time esti-

mates are: (1) the most optimistic time (the estimated activity corn-

pletion time if all goes exceptionally well); (2) the most likely time;

and (3) the most pessimistic time (the time required under the most

difficult conditions but barring acts of God).

Second, the three time estimates are then used to derive the

activity duration time. This value is calculated by the following

equation:

a + 4m + b
te_ 6

where: te expected duration time

a = the most-optimistic time estimate

m = the most likely time estimate

b = the most pessimistic time estimate

15A range of estimates is necessary only when the time re-
quirements of the activity are uncertain. A single value estimate
may be used if the activity duration time is certain.
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The calculated duration time (t ) is assumed to have a 50% chance
e

of occurring (P=. 5). This value is determined for each activity.

Third, the earliest expected completion time (TE) for each

event is then computed by adding the expected duration time values

for each sequential activity path preceding a given event. Many

activity paths may precede a given event and the TE values they

yield may be different. The earliest expected completion time for

that activity is taken to be the largest of these values.

Fourth, while the earliest expected time (TE) is calculated by

beginning at the first event and adding tts along succeeding paths,

calculation of the latest allowable time (TL) reverses this procedure.

The latest allowable completion time for each activity is derived by

beginning at the last event and subtracting t'S along sequential activ-

ity paths, working backward toward the first event. If activity paths

intersect at a given event, the TL ascribed to that event is the small-

est of the different values.

Fifth, calculation of TL and TE values for each event provides

the necessary data to compute activity slack(s). This value is calcu-

lated by taking the difference between the expected completion time

(TE) and the time in which an event must be completed without ex-

tending the total project elapsed time (TL). Slack, therefore, is

determined for each event by the following equation: s = TL TE.
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The resulting value will be either positive or zero. 16 If activity

slack is positive, completion of that activity can be delayed to the

extent of the slack without delaying completion of the total project.

If computed slack is zero, however, management is apprised of the

fact that completion of that activity is critical to the timely comple-

tion of the total project. The more a critical activity is delayed,

the longer the total elapsed time is extended; the sooner a critical

activity is completed the sooner the total objective is attained.

l6Negative slack might occur if some target date is affixed to
the final activity. That is not the case for the network in Appendix B,
however,
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APPENDIX B

Appendix B presents a prescriptive unification
model with PERT calculations.
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The Mnclel

As noted above, the data accumulated from the observed con-

solidation are the basis of the prescriptive model in this appendix.

Like the descriptive network presented in Chapter IV, this presc rip-

tive network avoids excessive detail by synthesizing many activities

into inclusive activity descriptions. The time estimates, which are

the bases of the PERT calculations, are credible only within the

framework of the stated assumptions.

The following assumptions define and delimit the model:

1.. There are three or more unifying cooperatives.

2. Unification is undertaken with the desire to rapidly

achieve organizational integration.

3. The unifying cooperatives (a) are progressively managed,

(b) have accurate and complete accounting records, and

(c) possess (minimally) adequate facilities and equipment.

4. The transitional period is devoted to adapting organiza-

tional aspects of the unifying cooperatives; inaugeration

of new or radically different procedures, techniques.,

product lines, or service levels are not undertaken during

this period.

5. The cooperatives operate on a five day working week. 17

17Time estimates and calculated values are expressed as
working days.

Scanner
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Map added as separate jpeg file.
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Analysis of Results

PERT computations indicate that the critical path lies along the

activity sequence 1-10-11-13-18-38-39. This sequence of activities

deals with establishing the new accounting system, generating account-

ing information, and securing a continuing line of credit.

That accounting activities and procurement of long-term credit

would appear on the critical path is not entirely unexpected. Fulfill-

ment of the objective in 160 working days translates to eight calendar

months; generation of accounting information and securing long-term

credit- -the critical path- -in a shorter period would be optimistic to

say the least. Yet discovering that 160 working days are necessary

to accomplish these activities is not the primary benefit of the criti-

cal path calculation. This precise figure is only as relevant as the

time estimates for each of the activities. Rather, the primary

benefit of the critical path determination is in discovering which

sequence of activities is likely to delay accomplishing the transitional

objective. Armed with this knowledge, management will then be able

to allocate its efforts more effectively.

Network Sensitivity

Given the estimated time requirements, might the critical path

lie along some other activity sequence? This question inquires about
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the chances that the critical path might be some other sequence of

activities. The answer to this inquiry is given by PERT Simulation

(PS).

PERT Simulation (20) accounts for the very uncertain nature

of the time estimates and incorporates this uncertainty into the criti-

cal path computation by employing computer-aided simulation. In

effect, this method computes the critical path several hundred times.

For any given computation of the critical path, some value within the

range of individual activity time estimates is randomly selected using

the Monte Carlo (simulated sampling) method. Succeeding simula-

tions compute the critical path using another (randomly selected)

time value from within the estimated range. After doing this many

hundred times, a criticality index- -the probability that the critical

path will actually be critical- -is determined. Thus, rather than a

unique critical path, PS yield a measure of how often any given se-

quence of activities will be critical. This measure may then be

interpreted as the degree of network sensitivity. A sensitive net-

work has more than one critical path and the probability that any

given activity will be critical is less than 1.00. An insensitive

network yields a single critical path; the probability that this path

will always be critical is equal to 1.00.

Using PS, the determined critical path was shown to occur

with a probability of 1. 00. That is, the network is insensitive; the
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critical path, unless activity time estimate are altered, will always

be the sequence 1-10-11-13-18-38-39. This empirical conclusion

reinforces the importance of placing the highest priority upon bring-

ing the accounting system into operation, using it to ascertain credit

needs, and then securing a continuing line of credit, The sooner

these activities are accomplished, the sooner the transitional objec-

tive will be attained.




